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Several viruses, including viruses that cause cancer, contain conserved zinc finger 
(ZF) proteins that are essential for viral reproduction, making them attractive drug targets 
for cancer and viral treatment. ZFs are small protein domains that have Zn2+ tetrahedrally 
coordinated to at least 2 Cys and His. They form three classes of ZFs depending on the 
amino acid ligands, CCHH, CCCH, and CCCC. Zn2+ is stable towards redox reactions; 
however, the Cys thiolates are redox active. Oxidation of the Cys thiolates release Zn2+, 
and the ZF loses its tertiary structure and can no longer bind DNA or RNA. Understanding 
the interaction of reducible sulfur and selenium compounds (rS/Se) with ZF proteins is 
valuable for explaining the beneficial chemoprevention, viruscidal activity and toxicity of 
these compounds and can guide the production of new chemopreventives and anti-viral 
agents. DFT was used to investigate the interaction of small r-S/Se compounds with 
models of three classes of ZF proteins. Density functional theory (DFT) calculations show 
that increasing the number of thiolate ligands coordinated to Zn2+ leads to stronger 
interactions with r-Se compounds due to the increase in the energy of the ZF HOMO. A 
high correlation was found between the LUMO energy of the r-S/Se compound the 
interaction energy, suggesting that the LUMO energy of a potential drug could be used to 
test its ability to oxidize a ZF protein.
The nucleocapsid protein (NCp7) from the HIV-1 virus is an attractive drug target. 
Electrophilic compounds can inhibit NCp7 functions, but their lack of specificity has 
impeded their use as antiviral drugs. Because W37 of NCp7 n-stacks to Gua in the NCp7- 
DNA binding site, compounds that bind with a higher affinity will be able to specifically 
inhibit NCp7 binding to DNA. Methylation or metalation is proposed to increase the
stacking interaction between the positively charged base and W37 by lowering the LUMO 
of the base and bring it closer in energy to the HOMO of W. Small models of methylated 
and metalated Gua n-stacked to W were investigated with DFT. The interaction energies 
correlated with experimental Kn values, and with the LUMO energy of the modified 
MeGua, suggesting that LUMO energies could give a quick estimation of it-stacking 
energy.
For a more complete understanding of n-stacking interactions, a DFT study of 
dimers of small aromatic compounds was undertaken. Although dispersion and 
electrostatics are known to stabilize n-stacking interactions, the preference for parallel 
displaced (PD) and or twisted (TW) conformations over sandwich (S) geometries in these 
dimers is not well understood. Orbital analysis showed that PD or TW structures convert 
one or more n-type dimer MO with out-of-phase or antibonding inter-ring character at 
the S to in-phase or binding at the PD/TW structure. The change in dimer MO character 
was described by stack bond order (SBO), a term introduced as an analogy to  the bond 
order in molecular orbital theory. The SBO of a S structure is zero; parallel displacement 
or twisting result in a non-zero SBO and overall bonding character. The total inter-ring 
Wiberg bond indices or total Lowdin bond order, which quantify orbital interactions, is 
maximized at the optimal PD and or TW geometry. As a follow-up study, we investigated 
using SBO to formulate general principles that could be used to rationalize the preferred 
geometries of a broad range of n-stacking interactions. The ability to qualitatively predict 
the preferred geometry of n-stacked dimers using SBO would be beneficial to researchers 
that study the many systems that involve n-stacking interactions.
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Zinc, which is essential for growth and development,1 is the most common 
transition metal incorporated into metalloproteins2 and is the second most abundant in 
the human body after iron.3 Zinc has many advantages over other transition metal ions 
as a cofactor in proteins: (a) Zn2+ has a full d shell, and hence no ligand field splitting 
energy; (b) Zn2+ is not redox active; (c) it has borderline hardness, so it can coordinate 
with nitrogen from histidine, sulfur from cysteine or oxygen from glutamate, aspartate 
and water;4 (d) Zn2+ is labile and can exchange ligands rapidly.5 Zinc metalloproteins are 
classified as either catalytic, with interchangeable water ligands in the coordination 
sphere, or structural, where only amino acid residues are coordinated to Zn2+.6 One type 
of structural zinc proteins, the zinc fingers (ZF), is the largest class of metalloproteins.7
The term ZF8 was first used for the repeating zinc binding motif of transcription 
factor IIIA (TFIIIA), a protein necessary for the transcription of 5S ribosomal RNA genes 
isolated from the African clawed toad Xenopus.9 The name ZF came from the proposed 
finger-like appearance of the individual motifs, due to the folding of the protein around a 
central Zn2+, to form a DNA-binding domain.10 Originally the name ZFs referred to DNA 
binding domains that coordinated Zn2+ with two cysteine (C) and two histidine (H) 
residues.11 Today, ZF is a more general term that includes not only the classical CCHH, but 
also CCCH and CCCC ZFs.12 (ZF can alternatively be classified into eight fold groups.13) The 
Cys ligands transfer negative charge to the Zn2+ and keeps Zn+2 from binding a 5th ligand 
through steric repulsions, preventing it from acting as a Lewis acid as in catalytic 
proteins.14 The CCCC binding motif is also found in the zinc storage protein 
metallothionein (MT) that has 20 Cys that bind 7 Zn2+.15 ZFs make up 3% of the human 
genome, with 4500 CCHH ZFs from 564 proteins, and only 17 CCCH from 9 proteins.16
This dissertation follows the format of Inorganic Chemistry.
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Inside the cell, Zn2+ is tightly bound to proteins, with only picomolar to nanomolar 
concentrations of the free ion.15,17 If the concentration of Zn2+ becomes too high, it can 
obstruct Ca2+ dependent processes or interfere with other proteins.15 Zn2+ is released 
from one protein and transferred to another site is through the redox activity of the Cys 
ligand.15 When the Cys ligands are oxidized from the thiolate to the disulfide, Zn+2 is 
released. Reduction back to the thiolate restores binding.18 The mechanism of Zn+2 
release and binding is called a redox zinc switch (Scheme l) .19 The availability of free Zn+2 
in the cell is increased in an oxidative environment and decreased in under reducing 
conditions.20 There are two types of redox zinc switches: (a) redox sensors and (b) redox 
transducers. Redox sensor release Zn+2 to affect the protein function.20 For example, 
transcription factor ZFs are no longer able to bind to DNA when Zn2+ is released.21 Redox 
transducers release Zn+2 that can bind to another protein and affect its function, thus 
acting as an intercellular zinc signal in biochemical signaling pathways.22'23 For example, 
MT releases Zn2+ through oxidization of the thiolate ligands by the mild cellular oxidant, 
glutathione disulfide (GSSG), and is believed to be a transducer of redox signals.20
Scheme 1. Example of a zinc switch for a CCHH-type ZF. Y represents His.
ZF proteins are intrinsically involved in cancer and many viral diseases24'26, such as 
HIV-1. As a result there much interest in compounds that react with Zn/S to release Zn2+ 
for therapeutic purposes.20’ 25 27 Releasing Zn2+ causes the proteins to unfold and lose 
their function.21 Metalloprotein folding varies greatly, for example, in the copper protein 
plastocyanin, the apo protein structure is very similar that of the holo protein, but apo 
protein ZF domains exist as random coils with no secondary or tertiary structure9. Most 
antiviral and chemotherapy drugs are non-selective in that they affect all cells, which can
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cause unpleasant side effects.28 Targeting specific ZF proteins is perhaps a more selective 
way to combat disease. For example, a drug trial found the detergent Nonoxynol-9 to be 
an ineffective topical vaginal microbicide,29 leading to a search for drugs with a specific 
target, such as ZF proteins.30 Experimental evidence shows that ZF inhibitors are effective 
topical virucides and safe under in vivo conditions.30 Respiratory syncytial virus25 (RSV), 
which strikes children from age 2-8 months, contains M2-1, a CCCH ZF protein that is 
required for the virus to reproduce.25 The World Health Organization is searching for a 
vaccine for RSV. Inactivating RSV with ZF inhibitors could make a safer whole virus vaccine, 
rather than using formalin, which causes the disease to become more severe.25
The two main modes of deactivation we study in this dissertation are release of 
Zn2+ with electrophilic reducible sulfur and selenium compounds and the blocking of the 
recognition site of the ZF protein with DNA. Reducible sulfur and selenium compounds 
can release Zn2+ from ZF proteins by oxidizing zinc's thiolate ligands, and these 
compounds have potential use as chemopreventive and anti-viral agents. The reducible 
sulfur compounds, disulfide-substituted benzamides (DIBAs) are ZF reactive compounds 
that release Zn2+, and unfold the Zn-CCCH ZF.31'34 The reducible selenium compound, 1,4- 
phenylenebis(methylene)selenocyanate (p-XSC) acts as antitumor agent35'36 by inhibiting 
DNA binding to the CCHH ZF transcription factors Spl and Sp2. Because ZF proteins are 
integrally involved in viral, cancer, and general body cells, understanding how the sulfur 
and selenium compounds can deactivate these ZFs is important. The main problem with 
ZF inhibitors for human therapeutics is the lack of selectively.37 Chemically modifying ZFs 
by oxidizing the coordinating Cys residues and releasing Zn2+ can also have potential risk 
to cellular ZFs. For example, the damage to the ZFs in DNA repair proteins like the 
xeroderma pigmentosum group A (XPA) by oxidizing agents has been identified as a 
mechanism of carcinogenesis.38
The blocking of the interaction site of NCp7 CCCH ZF protein from HIV-1 has been 
explored as a method for inhibiting ZFs and is perhaps more selective and less likely to 
interfere with cellular ZFs. The recognition site, which is a n-stacking interaction between 
MeGua and Trp, is blocked with methylated and metalated MeGua. Like methylation, the
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coordination to metal ions enhances the n-stacking interactions between nucleobases 
and aromatic amino acids.39 Experiments show that n-stacking interactions to Trp are 
strengthened when the nucleobase is coordinated to a Pt2+ ion.39'41 The association 
constants for platinated 9-ethylguanine (9-EtGua) with N-acetyl tryptophan and with the 
C-terminus of the second ZF (ZF-2) of NCp7 was about twice that of free 9-EtGua.42 The 
increased n-stacking interaction of the metalated MeGua should compete with MeGua 
from DNA in binding to Trp in the NCp7 binding site. The blocking of the interaction site 
of NCp7 CCCH ZF protein from HIV-1 as a method for inhibiting ZFs is perhaps more 
selective and less likely to interfere with cellular ZFs.
The investigation of orbital interactions in the electrophilic attack by reducible 
sulfur and selenium compounds and the enhanced n-stacking interactions between 
metalated MeGua and Trp is important for understanding how these interactions could 
be used to target ZF therapeutically. Orbitals interactions can be readily calculated using 
density functional theory (DFT) to predict interaction strengths before running the actual 
experiments, allowing for a prescreening of potential drug targets. DFT studies of orbital 
interactions also give insight into the mechanism of action to assist further rational drug 
design of therapeutic ZF deactivating compounds.
Theoretical basis for my computational study43'47
In this dissertation, density functional theory (DFT) is used to describe and 
interpret known chemistry and inquire into new chemistry. DFT is a quantum chemical 
method for the analysis of the structural and electronic properties of molecular systems. 
The time-independent Schrodinger wave equation developed in 1926 by Erwin 
Schrodinger is one of the cornerstones of the theory of quantum mechanics. The 
Schrodinger equation determines the wavefunction that describes the wavelike 
properties of subatomic particles. The wavefunction characterizes the motion and all the 
measureable properties of the particle. I'f'2! is the probability density for the electron. 
The electronic wavefunction describes the most probable positions of the electrons. 
Operators act upon4> and give back the original function called the eigenfunction
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multiplied by an eigenvalue which relates to a property of the system.45 The Schrodinger 
equation is
HV = ev  (1)
where H is the time-independent non-relativistic Hamiltonian operator, which when 
acting on the wave function ¥  gives you the energy E of the system.45 The Hamiltonian 
operator, in atomic units, contains five terms: the first two are the kinetic energy of the 
electrons and nucleus, respectively, and the last three are potential energy terms, the 
attraction between electrons and nuclei, the repulsion between electrons and the 
repulsion between protons in the nucleus.43
H = -  Z .J j-v?  - 1 , 2 , i  + I« <ia£l (2)
The electronic Hamiltonian uses the Born-Oppenheimer Approximation, which simplifies 
the solution to the Schrodinger equation by separating the nuclear and electronic motion 
to calculate the electronic energy as a function of fixed nuclei which as moving more 
slowly than the electrons.
H e le c  =  - S i j V ?  +  S i < A  +  ( 3 )
‘  r i k  r i j  r l k
It is not possible to solve the Schrodinger equation for systems with more than one 
electron.47
The Hartree-Fock (HF) method is used to obtain an approximate solution to the 
time-independent Schrodinger equation for many electron systems.47 Constructing 
electronic wave functions is a difficult many-bodied problem. The largest problem comes 
from the electron-electron repulsion term. If this term is neglected, the electrons can be 
treated independently of each other.48 Hartree's method was to guess a single electron 
wavefunction called a molecular orbital, that is made from a linear combination of 
basis functions ,xs, that are often atom-centered Gaussian functions.47
= Ef= i  csixs (4)
The group of N, xs> basis functions is called the basis set. 46 The coefficients csi are the 
molecular orbital expansion coefficients. When the electrons are treated individually, the 
Hamiltonian operator is
6
W = 2 X A  (5)
where N is the total number of electrons and ht is the one electron Hamiltonian.
hi =  - l A2 - I i M= i l * + vi{j } {6 )
L Tik
Vi{j} is the interaction energy of electron i with all of the other electrons in orbitals j  and 
is equal to,
Vt{j} = l j * i f% d r  (7)
where pj is the electron density probablilty of electron j.  The wavefunction can be written 
as a product of single electron wavefunctions called a Hartree-product wavefunction.
^ H P  =  — ̂ N  (8 )
The Hartree wavefunctions are spatial orbitals and do not take into account 
electron spin and are not antisymmetric functions of the electron coordinates. The Pauli 
Exclusion Principle requires that the wavefunction be antisymmetric with respect to 
exchange of the particles. The Hartree-Fock approximation represents the antisymmetric 
wave function with a single Slater determinant. The wavefunctions are products of spin 
orbitals, which contain a spatial orbital and a spin function a and 3, which have only one 
eigenvalue +1/2 or -1/2 respectively.
V(2n)!
^ ( l ) o ( l )  tM l) /? (l)  tf2( l )a ( l )  tf2(l)j? (l) & ,(D 0 (1)
V»i(2)a(2) & (2 )/? (2 ) xp2(2 )a (2 )  </>z(2)/?(2) ... tfn(2)/?(2)
i//1(2n )a (2n ) xp2(2n)a(2n)  r/»2(2n)y?(2n) ••• ^ n(2n)y?(2n)
(9)
The Slater determinant for the entire wavefunction w has 2n rows for the 2n electrons 
and 2n columns for the 2n spin orbitals. The factor normalizes the function so that
I'FI2 integrated over all space =1.
Quantum theory does not predict the result of individual measurements, but only their 
statistical means called the expectation value. The expectation value of the Hamiltonian 
is the variational energy. The variational theorem states that when a guess wave function 
is placed in Schrodinger's equation the results will always be higher than the true energy
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of the system. The coefficients that give the lowest energy are considered a better 
approximation to the true wave function. The coefficients c, are found by minimizing the 
energy.45
_  fW H V d T  _  f  (E j CjXj)H(£ j  c jx j )d . r  _  T.i j cl cj Hi j  (1 0 )46
J V ' W t  i( 'L iC iXi)(Y.jC jXj)< ir Y,ijClcj Si j
Hij is the resonance integral and is the overlap integral. The functions are assumed 
orthonormal. Substituting the electronic Hamiltonian into the Slater determinants gives 
the following equation.
E = 2 E?=1 Hu + I t i  Z?=i(27y -  Ki}) (11)
Hu contains the kinetic energy of an electron and the potential energy of the electron to 
each of the nuclei. yi; is the coulomb integral and Ktj is the exchange integral. The orbitals 
that minimize the energy satisfy the Hartree-Fock equation,
= ^ i( n )  (12)
where P is the Fock operator and the eigenvalue e is the Hartree-Fock orbital energy. The 
set of equations for the expansions coefficients is a matrix equation called the Hartree- 
Fock-Roothaan equation,
Fc =  eSc (13)
where F  is the Fock matrix and it defines the average effect of the electron field on each 
orbital. S, the overlap matrix, is a measure of how much the basis functions interact, or 
overlap, c is a column vector of the molecular orbital coefficients, and e is a diagonal 
matrix containing the orbital energies. Because the Fock matrix depends upon the 
molecular orbital expansion coefficients, the Hartree-Fock-Roothaan equation is not 
linear and needs to be solved iteratively using the Self-Consistent Field (SCF) method. This 
method first makes a guess of the molecular orbitals coefficients that are used to 
construct the density matrix, and then the Fock matrix. The Hartree-Fock-Roothaan 
equation is diagonalized to find the eigenvalue and eigenvector matrices e and c. These 
are then used to form a better density matrix, and an improved Fock matrix. These steps 
are repeated until the new matrix elements differ from the previous ones by some set 
small amount. When this happens, the calculation is said to have converged.
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The largest problem with the HF method is that it considers electron correlation 
only in an average way. The correlation energy is given by:
Ecorrelation ~ Eexact ~ &HF (14)
Where Eexact is the true energy and EHF is the energy in the HF limit. Because the electron 
correlation is not considered in HF calculations, the errors can be quite large. Dispersion 
interactions, which rely fully on electron correlation, are not possible to model with the 
HF method. Post HF methods that were developed to be an improvement to HF, such as 
Mpller-Plesset perturbation theory (MP249,MP3 etc), configuration interaction (Cl)50 and 
coupled cluster (CC)51 do a better job of including electron-electron interaction, but the 
computational cost and time are often prohibitive.
An advantage of DFT is that it can do a calculation almost as fast as HF with the 
accuracy of a MP2 calculation.52 While HF is based on the wavefunction, DFT is based on 
the electron probability density function.53 The electron density is only a function of 
position, with three variable (x,y, and z), and this is true no matter how big the molecule 
is. The wavefunction of a n-electron molecule is a function of 4n variables, three spatial
and 1 spin variable for each electron. In 1964 Honenberg and Kohn demonstrated that all
the properties of a molecule could be determined by the ground state electron density 
function, and also that any trial density functional will have an energy higher than the 
true energy.54 Honenberg and Kohn divided the total energy into the following parts.
E0 = Ev [p0] = T0 [p] + VNe [p0] + Vee [p0] (15)44
The ground state energy, E0, is a function of the ground state density, p0, and dependent 
on the external potential, v. T0[p] is the kinetic energy of the electrons. VNe[p0] is the 
attraction between the electron density and the nuclei and Vee[pQ] is the coulombic 
repulsion between electrons. Each of these terms is a function of the ground state 
electron density. The term VNe[p0] is the only known term in this equation.
Kohn and Sham developed a method to find the electron density without the 
wavefunction and then use that density to find the energy.55 The Kohn and Sham (KS) 
method uses a reference system (s) of n non-interacting electrons that has the same
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density as the real system (0), and each electron feels the same attraction to the external 
potential from the nuclei, vs(ri).
ps(r) =  PoO) (16)
The Hamiltonian for the reference system is,
#S= +vs(rt)]s2 JL 1fi«and = + vs(r) (17)44
where hfs is the KS one electron operator. The ground state wavefunction of the 
reference is the Slater determinant of the KS spin orbitals. The spatial part of the spin 
orbitals are an eigenfunction of hfs.
hfStfs = f p ^ p  (18)
where the eP's are the KS orbital energies. In equation (18) for KS non-interacting 
electrons, the difference between the kinetic energy of the reference systems electrons 
and the real kinetic energy of the electrons is given by:
AT[p0] = npo]-To[po] (19)
The difference between the columbic repulsion between the reference system's electrons 
and real systems electrons is given by,
AUPo] = A U f t ]  -  i  j j f l * rĵ d r ir2 (20)
1 rr PoOi)Po(r2)
2 "  r12 1
Where the term - j f  Po(ri)Po(r2) drxr2 is equal to the repulsion energy between the electrons
2 r12
if they were spread out evenly with a density of p0. The KS equation for energy is as 
follows:
Eq =  Ev[p0] =  Ts[p] +  /  p (r )v (r )  + 1JJ Po(ri)po(r2) drxr2 +  Exc[p0] (21)
L r 12
A V M  +  ET[p0] =  Exc[p0\ (22)
Excip] is called the exchange-correlation energy functional it includes electron exchange, 
electron correlation, the kinetic energy difference between the non-interacting electrons 
and real ones and also the correction to the coulombic repulsion.56 The first three terms 
of equation (21) are easy to find and represent the majority of the energy, the last term 
the exchange-correlation term is difficult to find but represents only a small amount of 
the energy. The electron density for equation (21) is found by squaring the sum of the KS 
spatial orbitals.
10
P =  Ps =  l U  | # s|2 (23 )
If the exchange-correlation functional was known, DFT would calculate the exact electron 
density and ground state energy. Because the exchange-correlation functional is 
unknown; there are many DFT functionals that approximate Exc.
The local density approximations (LDA) are a class of functionals that have the
electron density uniformly distributed. Hohenberg and Kohn demonstrated that if the
density changes gradually with position then the exchange functional is given by
ExcA [p] = J p(r)exc ip)dr (24)
where £xc(p) is the exchange and correlation energy for each electron in an evenly 
smeared out electron density, with the positive charge also evenly distributed. The 
exchange energy and the correlation energy for each electron can be computed 
separately and added together. In a uniform distribution of electron density, the 
exchange energy for each electron can be calculated exactly using the following equation:
£ » [p ( r ) l= ? g )M ( r )  (25)
The variable a is given the value of 2/3 for the method usually referred to as LDA. The 
Slater(S) method, a type of LDA, has an a value of 1. An expression for the correlation 
energy density was developed by Vosko, Wilk, and Nusair (VWN)57 is:
eLcDA{p) = evcWNip) (26)
To make a DFT calculation with a LDA functional or any other functional an initial 
guess is made for the electron density. From this guess, an approximate value is found for 
the exchange-correlation potential by taking the functional derivative of exchange- 
correlation energy with respect to the electron density.
a piDA
= dJ* r  (27)
The value for v $ A is used to find the initial KS orbitals. The orbitals are made from a linear 
combination of basis functions xr that are often contracted Gaussian functions.
$ lS = Ir= lC riX r (28)
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Solving equation (18) with the expanded KS orbitals produces an equation similar to the 
HF-Roothaan equations. The initial orbitals are then used to solve for a more accurate 
density, which is then in turn used to find a more accurate v $ A. The iterations are carried 
out until the density and the KS orbitals remain constant to a set number of decimal 
places. The ground state energy is then computed from the converged density and 
E T lp l
When working with open shelled molecules the Local-Spin-Density Approximation (LSDA) 
will give better results than LDA. In LDA the KS spatial orbitals contain paired electrons. 
In LSDA electrons with opposite spins may occupy two different orbitals t/^5 and ip™.
Generalized-gradient approximation (GGA) functionals attempt to improve LSDA 
by allowing fluctuation of the electron density with position. This is accomplished by 
adding gradients of both paand pp.
ECJ A[pa,Pp] = J / ( p “ ( r ) ,p ^ r ) ,V p “ ( r ) ,V p ^ r ) ) d r  (29)
Where f is a function of the spin densities and the gradients. The exchange and correlation 
functionals are calculated separately. Some common GGA functionals are PBE58, PW9159 
and BLYP60'61. PBE developed by Perdew, Burke and Ernzerhof and PW9159 developed by 
Perdew, Chevary, Vosko, Jackson, Pederson, Singh, and Fiolhais both have exchange and 
correlation functionals with no empirical parameters. The functional BLYP60'61 has an 
exchange functional developed by Becke (B88) and a correlation functional developed by 
Lee, Yang, and Parr. Becke's exchange functional containing the empirical parameter b is 
shown below.
E s m  =  e l s d a  - b z   d r  x  =  ( 3 0 )
H 1+6 bxaln[xa+{xl+l)  J
The meta-GGA functionals (mGGA) include the Laplacian (second derivative) of the 
density or the orbital kinetic-energy density in addition to the density and the magnitude 
of the gradient of the density. The mGGA functionals require more time to calculate than 
GGA functionals but can give better results. Becke's mGGA functional B9562 is dependent 
on the orbital kinetic energy and includes two empirical parameters.
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Hybrid functionals are not pure DFT functionals but are a mixture of DFT and HF 
exchange with DFT correlation functionals. Where:
Ehybrid = CHF̂ HF + CDFT̂ DFT (31)
The c's are constants. Becke's hybrid GGA functional B3LYP63, has the following form.
EBX?LYP = (1 -  a,, -  ax) E ? ° A +  aQEx F +  axE™ 3 +  (1 -  ac) E ™ N + ac£ f p (32)
The three parameters, the 3 in B3LYP, a0, ax and ac were selected by fitting to 
experimental atomization energies. In the B3PW91 hybrid functional the LYP correlation 
term LYP is replaced by a W9159 term. In 1997 Becke formulated the B9764 functional as 
an improvement to B3LYP and B3PW91. The exchange correlation term of the GGA hybrid 
B97 functional has 10 empirical parameters that were fit to the G2 test set and includes 
19.43% HF exchange.
A single electron wavefunction rp, called a molecular orbital, is made from a linear 
combination of basis functions /* . The group of N, xs, basis functions is called the basis 
set.46 There are two types of basis functions, Slater Type Orbitals (STO) and Gaussian Type 
Orbitals (GTO). STOs have an advantage over GTOs in that they more closely resemble 
hydrogenic atomic orbitals but they have limited use because are they are difficult to 
calculate. The functional form for Slater orbitals is
Xin,i,m(x,e,(p) = NYlm(9,<p)rn- 1e~ir  (33)65
where N is the normalization function and Ylm are the spherical harmonic functions, r is 
the distance of the electron from nucleus, and  ̂ is a constant that is related to the 
effective charge of the nucleus. In 1950 Boys66 proposed that the atomic orbitals have the 
form of a Gaussian function, which are much easier to work with. Gaussian orbitals are 
shown in equation 34.
ZoamO, e, <p) = NYlm(6, <p)r^-2-«e- ^ 2 (34)65
The r 2 makes the GTO's function's slope zero at the nucleus, and fall o ff too fast, far from 
the nucleus, but this can be compensated for by summing up a number of GTOs. By using 
four or five GTOs to represent one STO, the integrals will be calculated faster than if STOs 
are used.
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The larger the basis set the more correctly it models the orbitals by allowing the 
electrons to be less restricted in their positions.47 The basis functions are called 
contracted functions and the Gaussian functions are called primitives. An uncontracted 
basis function contains only a single Gaussian function. A minimal basis set has the 
smallest possible number of basis functions for each atom, one basis function for each 
inner shell and valence-shell atomic orbital (AO). The minimal basis set STO-3G uses three 
primitive Gaussian functions (3G) per basis function to resemble a STO.46 A basis set with 
two functions for each AO is called a double zeta (DZ) basis set while three functions is 
called triple zeta(TZ).65 A split valence basis set doubles or triples only the valence orbitals. 
Polarization functions add orbitals with angular momentum above the ground state for 
each atom. Diffuse functions are large size s or p orbitals that let the orbitals spread out 
more in space.
John Pople developed basis sets that use "SP" shells, which share exponents for s 
and p functions.67 The popular Pople split-valence basis sets have the form k-nlmG.65 
Where k is the number of primitive Gaussians used for the core orbitals. The n, I and m 
express how many functions the valence orbitals are split into, and the number of 
primitive Gaussians for each. The Pople basis set 6-311G is a triple zeta split valence with 
the core orbitals represented by six contracted GTOs, and the valence orbitals split into 
three functions with three, one and one primitive GTO respectively. To add diffuse sp 
functions to Pople basis sets a (+) for one set of diffuse functions added to the heavy 
atoms and (++) to add diffuse functions to hydrogens also,for example (6-311++G).65 The 
notation (*) afterthe G indicates polarization functions are added to non-hydrogen atoms 
and (**) that they are also added to hydrogen. The D95 basis set proposed by Dunning 
and Huzinaga is a double zeta basis set that is contracted from 9 s primitive functions and 
5 p primitive functions on the heavy atoms to 4s and 2p. The correlation-consistent 
polarized (cc-p) basis sets, developed by Dunning, are more flexible than the Pople basis 
sets because they do not have equal exponents for the s and p-functions. In the aug-cc- 
pVTZ,68 In Dunning basis set, the aug refers to augmented with diffuse functions, and,
14
VTZ, is split valence triple zeta. Ahlrichs basis set,69 TZVP is a split valence and triple zeta 
basis sets with added polarization functions.
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CHAPTER 2
MODELS OF THE INHIBITION OF ZINC-FINGER PROTEINS BY REDUCIBLE SULFUR AND
Introduction
Zinc fingers (ZFs) are small protein domains, frequently positioned on the surface 
of the protein, that have Zn2+ tetrahedrally coordinated to at least 2 Cys and His.70 ZFs are 
involved in many cellular processes including replication, repair, transcription, 
translation, cell proliferation, apoptosis, metabolism and signaling.13 Three percent of the 
human genome encodes for these small (20 to 60 amino acids) ZF domains, the majority 
of which are transcription factors.37 Zn2+ plays a structural role in the correct folding of 
the protein, which is required for interaction with DNA, RNA, proteins, or small 
molecules.71 ZFs are divided into three classes based on the number and amino acid 
ligands involved in Zn2+ coordination: (1) CCHH, where Zn2+ is coordinated to 2 Cys and 2 
His, (2) CCCH, where Zn2+ is coordinated by 3 Cys and 1 His, and (3) CCCC, where Zn2+ is 
coordinated by 4 Cys72 (Fig. 1). Zn2+ redox inactive, but oxidation of the Cys thiolates 
release Zn2+, causing the ZF to lose its secondary structure and no longer bind DNA or 
RNA.11- 21 The zinc storage protein metallothionein (MT) has 20 Cys residues that 
reversibly bind 7 Zn2+ similarly to CCCC ZF.73-74 MT, with its low redox potential, releases 
Zn+2 when the Cys residues are oxidized, and binds Zn2+ when the Cys are reduced to 
regulate cellular Zn+2 levels and trigger signaling pathways.12-15-20
SELENIUM COMPOUNDS
cystamine cysteamine
H3CH2C/  ' Y '  x S N h3ch2c ^  Y
b CH2CH3 S
tetraethythiuram disulfide (disulfiram) diethyldithiocarbamate (dithiocarb)
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Figure 1. NMR solution structure of each class of zinc-finger proteins.(a) Transcription 
Factor Spl DNA Binding Domain (Zinc Finger 1), PDB1VA1,75 as example of Zn-CCHH ZF.(b) 
NCp7 from HIV-1, PDB 1ESK, as example of Zn-CCCH ZF.(c) DNA-binding domain of the 
human repair factor XPA, PDB 1XPA,76 as example of Zn-CCCC ZF. Bond distances in A.
ZF proteins Have been proposed as drug targets for cancer and viral treatment.14 
Several viruses contain conserved CCCH- or CCCC-type ZF motifs that are attractive drug 
targets because the ZFs are essential for viral reproduction.37 The E6 oncoprotein (CCCC) 
in the human papillomavirus (HPV) causes cervical cancer.26There is a search for potential 
drugs to inhibit the E6 protein by releasing Zn2+.26 The nucleocapsid protein NCp7, a Zn- 
CCCH ZF protein, from the human immunodeficiency-1 virus (HIV-1), is an attractive 
antiviral target because it is important for viral assembly and is highly conserved.5' 77 79 A 
potential solution to drug resistance in anti-HIV drugs is to target conserved proteins80-81" 
82 using electrophilic compounds that release Zn2+ from these proteins and terminate 
virus replication.83
Reducible sulfur and selenium compounds (r-S/Se), defined as sulfur and selenium 
compounds in oxidation states of -1 to +6, have been shown to release Zn2+ from various 
ZF proteins.27-31"34-84 Disulfide compounds cystamine and disulfiram (oxidation state of = 
-1) were able to release Zn2+ from NCp7 CCCH ZF. However, cysteamine and dithiocarb, 
in the fully reduced (-2) state, could not release Zn2+ even after prolonged incubation.85 
Se compounds with an oxidation state higher than -2 react with MT,86 where as 
selenomethionine (-2) is not reactive.27 Se compounds benzeneseleninic acid (oxidation 
state +2) and benzeneselenenyl chloride (oxidation state 0) release Zn2+ from MT even
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when there is a 200 to 500-fold excess, the human cellular concentration, of GSH over 
MT.86
dithiobisbenzamide (DIBA) benzisothiazolone (BITA) 2,2'-dipyridyl disulfide (AT-2)
The National Cancer Institute's drug screening program identified disulfide- 
substituted benzamides (DIBAs) as ZF reactive compounds.31 DIBAs quickly cyclize to 
benzisothiazolones (BITAs) in aqueous solution,34-87 release Zn2+, and unfold the NCp7 Zn- 
CCCH ZF.31'34 Domagala et al. found that the BITAs were more active than the parent 
DIBAs and hypothesized that BITAs were reactive intermediates in viral activity.34 The 
proposed mechanism of Zn2+ release from NCp7 by DIBAs and BITAs is oxidation of the 
thiolates chelated to Zn2+ to form a disulfide.31'32-87 DIBA compounds that release Zn2+ 
rapidly were also highly toxic, implying that they may also react with cellular Cys.87 DIBA 
drugs that released Zn2+ more slowly were much less toxic and were more promising 
antiviral chemotheropy agents.87 No resistant virus strains have been found in cell 
cultures with DIBA's.88 Aldrithiol-2, or 2,2'-dipyridyl disulfide (AT-2), has been studied 
extensively both experimentally and theoretically as a deactivator of viral ZF proteins.24' 
26,83,89-90 ^ b i t f  not diphenyl disulfide, releases Zn2+ irreversibly from NCp7's CCCH ZF 
from the HIV virus under cellular conditions83-90 and recently has been tested in a phase 
1 clinical trial (SAV CT 01) of an HIV vaccine.91 AT-2 also releases Zn2+ from E6 (CCCC),26 
the CCCH nucleocapsid of the Friend murine disease,24 and the arenavirus Z protein with 
tethered CCCH and CCCC ZF regions92
Ebselen and other r-Se compounds, well-known for their antioxidant activity, can 
also release Zn2+ from ZF proteins and MT84 and have potential as antiviral and anticancer
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agents.86 r-Se compounds react faster than r-S: selenocystamine releases Zn2+ from MT 
faster than cystamine 86 Selenocystine, along with phenylselenyl chloride, ebselen, 2- 
nitrophenylselenocyanate, and phenylseleninic acid, can inactivate the CCCC-type ZF 
DNA-repair proteins formamidopyrimidine-DNA glycosidase (Fpg) and xeroderma 
pigmentosum group A protein (XPA)27 to inhibit DNA binding.27 Ebselen inhibits the 
binding of DNA to transcriptions factors TFIIIA and Spl, both Zn-CCHH ZFs, with disulfide 
bond formation between two Cys formally coordinated to the released Zn2+ 84-93 The 
organoselenium compound, l,4-phenylenebis(methylene)selenocyanate (p-XSC) has 
been shown to be a chemopreventive agent in many preclinical animal studies.35'36 p-XSC 
diminished DNA binding to the CCHH ZF transcription factors Spl and Sp2, presumably 
through modification of the Cys ligands. Its sulfur analogue did not prevent cancer and 
had no effect on DNAs binding to transcription factors.94 A proposed target of p-XSC in 
prostate E6 (CCCC),26 cancer cells is the CCCC ZF DNA binding domain of the androgen 
receptor.95 Zn2+ release by selenite may explain how it suppresses tumor cell growth and 
activates apoptosis.93
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The proposed mechanism for the reaction of reducible sulfur and selenium 
compounds (r-S/Se) with ZF proteins (Scheme 2) involves the nucleophilic attack on the 
electron poor S/Se by the sulfur of a ZF Cys to form a S/Se-S bond. The initial attack is 
followed either by intramolecular disulfide formation with release of RS/Se' or additional 
equivalents of r-S/Se can form further S/Se-S bonds. Both paths destabilize the 
coordination sphere to release Zn2+. RSe" can react with reactive oxygen species (ROS) to 
form R-SeOH, which can then react with other ZFs to catalyze Zn2+ release.19,96 The r-S 
compounds do not show the catalytic potential that r-Se compounds do based on the 
difference between the relative stabilities of selenenic and sulfenic acid.86,96 When DIBAs 
and BITAs react with the Zn-CCCH ZF protein NCp7, Reily et al. found apoproteins with 
intra- (Cys-Cys) and intermolecular (Cys-DIBA) disulfide bonds.34 Understanding the 
interaction of r-S/Se with ZF proteins is important for explaining the beneficial 
chemoprevention, viruscidal activity, and detrimental toxicity of these compounds. It can 
provide clues about the reactivity of small drugs with ZF proteins and guide the 
production of new chemo preventive, chemotherapy, and anti-viral agents. In this study
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we will use DFT to investigate the interaction of small r-S/Se compounds with models of 
three classes of ZF proteins: CCHH, CCCH and CCCC.
Theoretical Methods
DFT geometry optimizations and frequency calculations were performed using the 
Gaussian 09 software package97 with the PW91TPSS functional. PW91 is the exchange 
component of Perdew and Wang's 1991 functional98 and TPSS is the c-dependent 
gradient-corrected correlation functional of Tao, Perdew, Staroverov, and Scuseria."This 
combination of functionals was found to be one of the best performing DFT methods in 
terms of geometry and interaction energy of the 382 functionals available in the Gaussian 
09 software for non-covalent interactions.100 PW91TPSS was used in conjunction with 
Dunning's split-valence triple-^ basis set augmented with polarization functions (TZVP)101 
on C, N, O and H, with added diffuse s and p functions on C, N and 0. Se and Zn were 
represented by the Hurley et al. relativistic effective core potential (RECP) double-^ basis 
set augmented with a set of s, p, and d diffuse and polarization functions.102 The Wadt- 
Hay ECP basis set augmented with a set of s and p functions was used for S and Cl.103 
Relative energies of formation for the complexes were calculated and corrected for zero- 
point energies (AE + ZPE). The Natural Bond Orbital (NBO) program version 3.1104 was 
used to calculate the natural atomic orbital (NAO)-Wiberg bond index (WBI)105 and the 
natural population analysis (NPA) charges on all atoms. The WBI, which gives a measure 
of the bond interaction between two atoms,106 is the sum of the squares of the off- 
diagonal elements of the density matrix, P, between pairs of atoms in the NAO basis 
(Equation 35).105
BABb" S (35)10s
The DFT(PW91TPSS) HOMO and LUMO energies were used to calculate the softness (o) 
of the ZF models and the r-S/Se compounds used in this study, along with A E C0Va ie n t of the 
S/Se compounds. Softness, which measures the ease of charge redistribution initiated by 
a chemical reaction, is the inverse of hardness (q).107 Hardness is the second derivative
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of the electronic energy (E) versus N (number of electrons) at external potential v(r), and 
is calculated as the finite difference of ionization potential (IP) and electron affinity (E A )  
(Equation 36).107 The second order energy term AEcovaient measures the amount an 
electrophile stabilizes a soft covalent bond. When donor-acceptor interactions form, the 
electrons are redistributed and the chemical potential (p) equilibrates between them. The 
amount of stabilization increases with increasing a and difference in p (Equation 37).32-107 
AEcovaient is calculated as the square of electronegativity (x) times the softness.32- 107 
Electronegativity, the derivative of E versus N at external potential v(r), is calculated as 
the average of IP and E A  ( Equation 38).108 32 IP is the opposite of the DFT HOMO energy,109 
and the E A  can be approximated by the opposite of the DFT LUMO energy.110 Maynard 
et al. found the DFT calculated AEcovaient of a selection of electrophilic agents to positively 
correlate with the agents experimental reaction rates with NCp7.32
1 1 ( d 2 E \  I P - E A  H O M O - L U M O
'i = ;  = i t e ) v = —  * — s—  |36>
A p A  _ _f v 0' \2 _  C 3 ~ 7 \
covalent  4 Va +Vb ~  '
f d E \  I P + E A  H O M O + L U M O
x  =  U v =  —  “ — ;—  <38>
Results and discussion
The S/Se-S interaction formed by the r-S/Se compound and the ZF can be 
explained with the three center four electron bond of valence bond theory111 (Scheme 
3a). The thiolate lone pair expands S/Se's octet creating a linear L-S/Se-X interaction 
comparable to a T-shaped hypervalent molecule.112’113 The resonance structures for this 
interaction demonstrate the dependence of the strength of the interaction on the basicity 
of the thiolate donor. Strong basic donors will shift the dominant resonance structure to 
the right. The stronger the base, the more favored the interaction becomes, and in some 
cases may shift the dominate resonance structure towards iii in Scheme 3a. In terms of 
molecular orbital theory, the ZF thiolate donates a lone pair to the S/Se-X antibonding
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MO (4>*s/se-x) of the r-S/Se compound (Scheme 3b). The incoming thiolate is nearly 
collinear to the leaving group as this is the direction of in-phase orbital overlap of the 
thiolate donor lone pair orbital and the linear (J)*s/se-x. The interaction strength between 
r-S/Se compounds and the thiolate of a ZF model depends on the strength of the S/Se-X 
bond and the Lewis basicity of the ZF model. The Weaker S/Se-X bonds are more Lewis 
acidic because of their available low lying antibonding orbitals.114 The Lewis basic ZF 
thiolates have high energy lone pairs.115"117 The closer in energy the antibonding orbitals 
is to the donor MO the stronger the donor acceptor interaction.114 The delocalization of 
the thiolate charge into the cj>*s/se-x orbital decreases the S/Se-X bond order.117
Scheme 3. Resonance structures and molecular orbital diagrams for RS/Se-thiolate lone 
pair interaction, (a) Resonance structures for interaction of RS/Se with the thiolate lone 
pair, (b) Molecular orbital diagram for the interaction of the RS/Se 4>*s/se-x with the 
thiolate lone pair.
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In this study, we investigate the trends in the interactions of r-S/Se compounds 
with small models of the three ZF classes. The ZF models were constructed to represent
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only the coordinating residues since DFT studies by Topol et al. found the chelating Cys 
and His to be responsible for the bulk of the free energy of metal binding, with other 
residues contributing only marginally.118 His was modeled with neutral imidazole (Im) 
groups and two Cys were modeled with 1,4-butanedithiolate. Each pair of thiolates was 
connected by a butyl group to approximate the adjoining residues that stabilize the ZF's 
structure. The butyl was chosen to balance ring strain with flexibility, too small a 
connection could lead to ring strain and too large would give multiple conformations that 
would be difficult to work with computationally. The third Cys in the Zn-CCCH model was 
represented with methyl thiolate. Modeling all Cys with methyl thiolate, which is common 
in computational models,118 gives too much freedom of movement to the ligand relative 
to the actual protein environment where the thiolates are attached to a chain of amino 
acids (Fig. 2). The DFT(PW91TPSS)-optimized geometries of the resulting models 
[Zn(lm)2(S(CH2)4S)] Zn-CCHH, [Zn(lm)(SMe)(S(CH2)4S)]- Zn-CCCH, and [Zn(S(CH2)4S)2]2- Zn- 
CCCC were comparable to values measured from crystal structures deposited in the 
Protein Data Bank.119 The Zn-S bond distances increase as the number of sulfur atoms 
coordinated to Zn2+ increase due to steric interaction with other thiolates and the 
increased negative charge around Zn2+. The WBI for the Zn-Sl bond decreases linearly 
going from Zn-CCHH to Zn-CCCC (Fig 3c) revealing a weakening of the bond.
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Figure 2. Optimized structure of the three ZF models Zn-CCHH, Zn-CCCH and Zn-CCCC. 
Bond distances were measured in A. Orbital representations (isodensity = 0.02) of the 
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Figure 3. Correlation plots of DFT calculated properties of ZF models, (a) The HOMO 
energy in a.u. of the 3 ZF models plotted as a function of the number of thiolate ligands.
(b) Softness (o) plotted as a function of the number of thiolate ligands in the ZF models.
(c) The WBI for the Zn-Sl bond plotted as a function of the HOMO energy of the ZF models 
in a.u.
Table 1. DFT(PW91TPSS) results for ZF models. HOMO energy in a.u., WBI and natural 
population analysis (NPA) charges for model ZF's
WBI WBI WBI WBI 
Model HOMO LUMP o Zn-Sl Zn-S2 Zn-S3 Zn-S4 qSle  qS2e qS3e qS4e qZn
Zn-CCHH -0.142 -0.047 20.92 0.766 0.698 -0.356 -0.411 0.682
Zn-CCCH -0.025 0.035 33.40 0.674 0.634 0.694 -0.393 -0.414 -0.382 0.535
Zn-CCCC 0.089 0.123 58.48 0.596 0.590 0.596 0.590 -0.414 -0.423 -0.414 -0.423 0.424
The Lewis basicity of the ZF models increases with the number of Cys ligands, as 
demonstated by the increase in the HOMO energy and the overall model charge (Fig. 3a, 
Table 1), indicating that the Zn-CCCC will be a better donor than Zn-CCCH, which will be 
better than Zn-CCHH. Similary, Topol found the DFT ionization potential of ZF models to 
decrease, making them more redox reactive, as the number of thiolates coordinated to 
the Zn2+ increased.118 The HOMO of each ZF model is localized on a thiolate 3p lone-pair 
MOs that is perpendicular to the Zn-S-C plane (Fig. 2). Of the three thiolate lone pairs, 
one is involved in the coordinate bond to Zn2+, while the other two are available for
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bonding with incoming electrophiles.19,120 As you move from Zn-CCHH to Zn-CCCC, the 
charge on the Zn2+ becomes less positive as the increased number of thiols donate 
electron density to Zn2+121(Fig. 3b). The softness (o) also increases as more thiolates are 
coordinated to Zn2+, increasing the affinity of the ZF model for soft electrophiles like the 
r-S/Se compounds (Fig. 3c). The increase in basicity and softness from the added thiolates 
should cause the initial interaction energy between the thiolate and the r-S/Se reaction 
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8 X=CI R=H R'=OCH3
9 X=CN R, R =H
10 X=CN R=N02 R =H 
7„12 11 X=OH R, R’=H
12 X=OOH R, R=H
The DFT(PW91TPSS)-optimized structures of the r-S/Se compounds 1-12 were 
comparable to previously reported experimental and theoretical results19,122’123 (Fig. 4). 
In general, the Se-Se bond distances are on average 0.28 A longer that the S-S bonds from 
the larger size of the Se atom. The Lewis acidity, as measured by the 4>*s/se-x energy, 
softness and AEcovaient of compounds 1-12, was compared to make predictions about the 
strength of donor acceptor interactions with the ZF models (Table 2 and Fig. 5a). The 
4>*s/se-x in all r-S/Se compounds is generally the LUMO, with the exception of 3a (LUMO+2) 
and 10 (LUMO+4) due to the strength of the disulfide bond and the intramolecular
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interaction with the nitro group, respectively. A  low energy <j)*s/se-x indicates an unstable 
S/Se-X bonds that should readily form donor-acceptor interactions with the lone pair 
electrons of the ZF models. The selenenyl chlorides 7 and 8 had the lowest 4>*s/se-x energy, 
the highest softness, along with the largest A E c o v a ie n t  (Table 2), and are expected to have 
the strongest donor acceptor interaction with the ZF models. The compounds with the 
next lowest <f)*s/se-x energy are bisbenzamides lb  and la , followed by ebselen 2b, 
selenocystine 5b, seleninic and selenenic acids 12 and 11, the sulfur analogue of ebselen 
2a, diphenyldiselenide 4b, and selenocyanate 9. The dimethyl compounds 6a-d have 
strong S/Se-X bonds and higher energy 4>*s/se-x and should be poor acceptors and be less 
reactive with the ZF models. The oxidation number of the r-S/Se compounds is 
independent of the LUMO energy and should not be a determining factor in their 
reactivity with ZFs. Of the compounds that have a sulfur and a selenium analogue (e.g., 
2a and 2b (Fig. 5b), the r-Se compounds have a lower 4>*s/se-x energy, a higher AEcovaient, 
are softer, and are thus expected to have a greater interaction with the ZF models than 
their sulfur analogues. The softness of the r-S/Se compound as well as its A E c o v a ie n t  value, 
a measure of the amount of stabilization an electrophile gives to a soft covalent bond, 
correlate well with cj>*s/se-x energies, suggesting that 4>*s/se-x energies can predict 
stabilization energy for soft covalent bonds (Fig. 5c) and potentially faster release of Zn+2 
from ZF proteins. The A E c o v a ie n t  values for la  and 2a follow the same trends as those found 





Figure 4. Sample of small S/Se-X molecules with orbital representation of the 4>*se/s-x. 
S/Se-X bond distance in A, with orbital representation of the 4>*se/s-x (isodensity = 0.02).
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Table 2. DFT(PW91TPSS) calculated results for small S/Se compounds 1-12. LUMO energy 
in a .u .,softness a, AEcovaient, N P A  charge in e, S/Se-X bond distances in (A ) ,  and WBI for 
the S/Se-X bond for compounds 1-12 *LUMO+2 (3a) and LUMO+4 (10).
Bond (A)
■S/Se LUMO a A E covaient qS/Se e qX e q(other) S/Se-X WBI S/Se
1a -0.113 20.63 0.537 0.033 -0.221 2.11 1.093
1b -0.114 21.79 0.554 0.269 0.149 2.39 1.015
2a -0.092 19.06 0.396 0.586 -0.527 1.76 0.886
2b -0.103 22.28 0.487 0.690 -0.568 1.91 0.812
3a -0.067* 14.51 0.268 0.182 0.182 2.08 1.066
3b -0.082 16.31 0.334 0.225 0.225 2.35 1.069
4a -0.076 15.52 0.306 0.182 0.182 2.07 1.081
4b -0.091 20.84 0.458 0.193 0.193 2.38 1.012
5a -0.078 14.36 0.313 0.086 0.086 2.09 1.056
5b -0.096 18.46 0.418 0.139 0.139 2.37 1.057
6a -0.060 13.47 0.243 0.087 0.087 2.08 1.079
6b -0.081 17.10 0.331 0.140 0.140 2.35 1.087
6c -0.073 15.92 0.295 0.228 -0.001 2.22 1.069
6d -0.073 15.92 0.295 -0.001 0.228 2.22 1.069
7 -0.128 27.98 0.750 0.432 -0.278 2.24 0.894
8 -0.121 27.65 0.684 0.427 -0.296 2.26 0.864
9 -0.087 14.19 0.353 0.496 -0.065 (N )-0.310 1.86 1.090
10 -0.039* 10.12 0.191 0.654 -0.085 (N) -0.302 1.90 0.987
11 -0.094 20.50 0.420 0.675 -0.878 1.84 0.835
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Figure 5. Comparisons and correlations of <j>*s/se-x energy for r-S/Se compounds 1-12. (a) 
Comparison of 4>*s/se-x energy, (b) Comparision of <t>*s/se-x energy between all sulfur and 
selenium analogues, (c) A E c o v a ie n t  plotted as a function of cj>s/se-x energy in a.u.
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Donor-acceptor complexes were constructed to model the initial (S—S/Se—X) 
interaction (Scheme 2a) of each of the r-S/Se compounds with all three ZF models. 
Geometry optimizations and frequency calculations were performed at the 
DFT(PW91TPSS) level and were comparable to previous results19 (Table 3). Relative 
energies of formation for the complexes were calculated and corrected for zero-point 
energies (AE + ZPE). When comparing the relative Lewis basicity of the ZF models to the 
AE+ZPE of the initial S/Se-S donor acceptor interaction, we found common trends for 
compounds l-12a. As expected from the bonding model, the AE+ZPE of each r-S/Se 
compound, with the exception of 6a, increased with the Lewis basicity of the ZF model, 
Zn-CCHH < Zn-CCCH < Zn-CCCC (Fig. 6a). Comparison of the 4>*s/se-x energy 1-12, to AE + 
ZPE for the donor-acceptor complexes showed an inverse relationship the interaction 
with Zn-CCHH (Fig. 6b). The correlation demonstrates that the lower the c|>*se/s-x energy 
of the r-S/Se compound, the closer in energy it will be to the HOMO of the ZF model to 
greater donation and a stronger interaction. The correlation of <f>*s/se-x with interaction 
energy also suggests that the cj>*s/se-x energy of a potential r-S/Se compound could be 
used to test its ability to oxidize ZF proteins. In the interaction of 11 with all 3 ZF models 
the representations of the bonding MO HOMO-2,(Zn-CCHH) HOMO-4 (Zn-CCCH) and 
HOMO-7 (Zn-CCCC) captures the electron donation from The HOMO of the ZF model to 
the (J)*s/se-x (Fig 7). The larger electron donation originates from the stronger basicity of 
the ZF models causing a smaller gap between the HOMO of the ZF and the 4>*s/se-x • The 
HOMO-7 is lower than HOMO-2 and HOMO-4 illustrating that the larger electron 
donation causes the pair of orbitals to have a greater contribution to the overall 
stabilization of the interacting system. The softness also correlated well with AE+ZPE for 
the Zn-CCHH ZF model, (Fig. 6c) showing that the softer the Lewis acids interact more 
strongly with the soft Lewis basic ZF models.
The change in the S/Se-X distance as 2a and 7-12 interact with Zn-CCHH correlates 
with AE+ZPE for that interaction, showing that as the strength of the donor-acceptor 
interaction increases, the bond to the leaving group is weakened and elongated (Fig. 6d) 
by the donation into <j>*s/se-x. The Zn-Sl bond lengthens from the loss of negative charge
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on SI (i.e., qsi = 0.07e (11-Zn-CCHH), 0.15e (11-Zn-CCCH) and 0.19 e (11-Zn-CCCC))
causing it to move away from the Zn2+ coordination sphere (compare for 11 in Table 3). 
The changes in bond length were accompanied by similar shifts in the WBI, for example 
the inverse correlation to the S/Se-Sl bond distance (Figure 6e). The WBI of the S/Se-Sl 
bond has a positive correlation to AE+ZPE for the interaction of compounds 1-12 with Zn- 
CCHH, demonstrating that the stronger the bond between SI and S/Se, the stronger the 
interaction to the ZF model (Fig. 6f).
In examining the Lewis acidity of the dimethyl compounds 6a-d, we predicted that 
6b, the diselenide would have the strongest interaction with the ZF models because it has 
the lowest energy <}>*s/se-x, is softer, and RSe‘ is more polarizable; therefore, it is more 
stable than RS', making it a better leaving group.124 Surprisingly, the strongest interactions 
was with 6c, the selenenylsulfides, with sulfur as the leaving group, for both the 
interaction with Zn-CCHH and Zn-CCCH. For the interaction with Zn-CCCC, the AE+ZPE was 
the lowest for 6b (Fig. 8). Compound 6d, the selenenylsulfides, with selenium as the 
leaving group, had a much weaker interaction. The increased interaction for the sulfur 
leaving group of the selenenylsulfide resulted from the polarization of the Se-S bond (qs 
= -O.OOle and qse = 0.228e). Reversing the Se-S bond for 6d, has SI donating electron 
density into the more negative sulfur for an unfavorable interaction. We found the 
dimethyl disulfide 6a to have no S-S interaction with Zn-CCHH (Fig. 8) as predicted by its 
weak Lewis acidity. Compound 6a had several weak S—H-C interactions that account for 
its stronger interaction with Zn-CCHH than with Zn-CCCH.
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Table 3. DFT(PW91TPSS) results for interactions of r-S/Se compounds with 3 ZF models. 
Results include relative energies of complex formation, WBIs, bond distances, and NPA 
Charges.
Model AE Wiberg indices bond length A Natural Charge
| kcai/moi|si-S/Se S/Se-X Zn-Sl Sl-X | S/Se-X Sl-S/Se Zn-Sl| qSle qS/Se e qX e
la-Zn-CCHH -10.35 0.296 0.689 0.625 0.178 2.30 2.77 2.31 -0.207 -0.144 -0.227
la-Zn-CCCH -16.48 0.604 0.379 0.280 0.236 2.69 2.40 2.71 -0.063 0.087 -0.193
lb-Zn-CCHH -13.89 0.330 0.682 0.606 0.190 2.57 2.76 2.32 -0.165 0.201 -0.010
lb-Zn-CCCH -22.70 0.677 0.289 0.423 0.181 2.74 2.31 2.49 0.055 0.147 -0.206
2a-Zn-CCHH -9.33 0.182 0.778 0.666 0.064 1.82 2.99 2.30 -0.315 0.091 -0.540
2a-Zn-CCCH -20.45 0.374 0.617 0.505 0.137 1.93 2.68 2.42 -0.231 0.440 -0.501
2a-Zn-CCCC -49.47 0.834 0.233 0.000 0.144 2.38 2.23 6.42 -0.062 0.210 -0.525
2b-Zn-CCHH -18.06 0.392 0.563 0.586 0.115 2.04 2.71 2.33 -0.218 0.526 -0.573
2b-Zn-CCCH -30.55 0.489 0.492 0.478 0.132 2.12 2.61 2.43 -0.195 0.513 -0.544
2b-Zn-CCCC -64.71 0.764 0.302 0.000 0.135 2.33 2.40 7.99 -0.193 0.385 -0.547
3a-Zn-CCHH -4.76 0.039 1.041 0.705 0.031 2.08 3.63 2.29 -0.370 0.205 0.181
3a-Zn-CCCH -6.89 0.547 0.457 0.473 0.457 2.53 2.43 2.44 -0.064 0.061 -0.073
3b-Zn-CCHH -5.34 0.343 0.694 0.608 0.214 2.56 2.73 2.32 -0.174 0.188 0.062
3b-Zn-CCCH -18.39 0.510 0.505 0.410 0.210 2.70 2.57 2.56 -0.117 0.206 -0.076
4a-Zn-CCHH -5.23 0.005 1.073 0.665 0.002 2.08 4.65 2.28 -0.434 0.149 0.166
4a-Zn-CCCH -10.60 0.233 0.809 0.488 0.175 2.23 2.85 2.38 -0.319 0.128 0.058
4a-Zn-CCCC -23.40 0.604 0.379 0.280 0.236 2.69 2.40 2.71 -0.063 0.087 -0.193
4b-Zn-CCHH -9.29 0.251 0.794 0.631 0.172 2.50 2.89 2.31 -0.238 0.168 0.084
4b-Zn-CCCH -16.96 0.330 0.706 0.506 0.216 2.56 2.78 2.42 -0.217 0.214 0.024
5a-Zn-CCHH -1.89 0.100 0.952 0.657 0.078 2.15 3.24 2.31 -0.373 0.077 0.033
5a-Zn-CCCH -23.92 0.659 0.364 0.386 0.231 2.71 2.34 2.56 -0.018 0.054 -0.346
5b-Zn-CCHH -11.51 0.296 0.764 0.591 0.185 2.52 2.84 2.34 -0.262 0.135 -0.061
5b-Zn-CCCH -32.95 0.314 0.727 0.478 0.223 2.54 2.78 2.45 -0.267 0.121 -0.062
6a-Zn-CCHH -5.35 0.051 1.023 0.712 0.039 2.11 3.46 2.28 -0.361 0.089 0.044
6a-Zn-CCCH -4.48 0.108 0.964 0.636 0.083 2.14 3.214 2.34 -0.335 0.114 0.002
6a-Zn-CCCC -9.92 0.407 0.619 0.408 0.233 2.40 2.62 2.57 -0.170 0.023 -0.199
6b-Zn-CCHH -8.20 0.183 0.892 0.712 0.137 2.45 3.03 2.30 -0.287 0.111 0.018
6b-Zn-CCCH -11.36 0.281 0.794 0.654 0.186 2.51 2.86 2.40 -0.263 0.137 -0.061
6b-Zn-CCCC -19.73 0.450 0.622 0.638 0.230 2.64 2.64 2.60 -0.172 0.117 -0.201
6c-Zn-CCHH -8.87 0.202 0.868 0.649 0.127 2.32 2.99 2.30 -0.287 0.182 -0.105
6c-Zn-CCCH -12.03 0.296 0.773 0.542 0.167 2.38 2.84 2.40 -0.267 0.197 -0.164
6c-Zn-CCCC -19.24 0.507 0.548 0.359 0.209 2.58 2.6 2.63 -0.167 0.169 -0.303
6d-Zn-CCHH -5.14 0.057 1.006 0.708 0.054 2.26 4.21 2.28 -0.352 0.002 0.171
Gd-Zn-CCCH -5.30 0.161 0.895 0.580 0.144 2.32 3.05 2.38 -0.314 0.025 0.084
6d-Zn-CCCC -12.73 0.385 0.649 0.453 0.255 2.51 2.64 2.53 -0.144 -0.032 -0.113
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Table 3. continued
Model AE Wiberg indices bond length A Natural Charge
| kcal/mol|Sl-S/Se S/Se-X Zn-Sl Sl-X | S/Se-X Sl-S/Se Zn-Sl | qSle qS/Se e qX e
7-Zn-CCHH -21.84 0.673 0.351 0.501 0.170 2.67 2.44 2.42 -0.065 0.299 -0.605
7-Zn-CCCH -48.72 0.970 0.111 0.001 0.070 3.17 2.27 5.95 -0.065 0.336 -0.755
8-Zn-CCHH -20.30 0.536 0.473 0.483 0.187 2.51 2.54 2.35 -0.164 0.291 -0.540
9-Zn-CCHH -11.00 0.172 0.958 0.656 0.094 1.93 2.99 2.30 -0.308 0.467 -0.058
9-Zn-CCCH -21.64 0.422 0.723 0.435 0.195 2.10 2.62 2.53 -0.192 0.374 -0.240
9-Zn-CCCC -30.68 0.417 0.741 0.399 0.172 2.08 2.66 2.58 -0.219 0.368 -0.036
10-Zn-CCHH -3.07 0.206 0.922 0.639 0.116 1.94 2.91 2.31 -0.292 0.481 -0.056
10-Zn-CCCH -12.39 0.226 0.915 0.553 0.116 1.95 2.85 2.39 -0.298 0.470 -0.052
10-Zn-CCCC -26.87 0.344 0.788 0.457 0.172 2.04 2.72 2.51 -0.211 0.437 -0.042
11-Zn-CCHH -13.84 0.331 0.646 0.619 0.104 1.94 2.81 2.31 -0.251 0.547 -0.942
11-Zn-CCCH -19.53 0.435 0.570 0.476 0.128 2.00 2.70 2.46 -0.241 0.538 -0.968
11-Zn-CCCC -29.10 0.570 0.472 0.368 0.141 2.10 2.57 2.64 -0.170 0.451 -1.018
12-Zn-CCHH -14.02 0.236 0.628 0.637 0.066 1.90 2.93 2.31 -0.286 1.628 -0.954
12-Zn-CCCH -16.22 0.292 0.580 0.538 0.083 1.93 2.85 2.40 -0.267 1.624 -0.972
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Figure 6. Correlations of calculated data for compounds 1-12 with 3 ZF models, (a) 
Comparison of Interaction energy for sulfur (blue) and selenium (red) analogues with all 
ZF models, (b) The <}>*s/se-x energy in (a.u.) plotted as a function of interaction energy of 
1-12 with Zn-CCHH ZF model, (c) The softness, o , as a function of the Zn-CCHH AE+ZPE 
energy in kcal/mol. (d) Plot of the change in S/Se-X bond distance as a function of the 
interaction energy for selenium compounds 2a and 7-12 with all 3 ZF models.
(e) Sl-S/Se distance (A) as a function of the Sl-S/Se WBIs for 1-12 with all 3 ZF models.
(f) WBIs of the Sl-S/Se interaction plotted as a function of the interaction energy of 








Figure 7. Interactions of 11 with three ZF models, (a) 11-Zn-CCHH, (b) 11-Zn-CCCH, and 
(c) with 11-Zn-CCCC. (Isodensity = 0.02). Bond distances are recorded in (A).
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Figure 8. Interactions of 6a and 6c with Zn-CCHH, Zn-CCCH and Zn-CCCC. Orbital 
representaitons are included (isodensity 0.02).
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The high Lewis acidity of some of the r-Se compounds led to bond breaking in the 
donor-acceptor complexes when coupled with strong ZF donors. The interaction of 7 with 
Zn-CCCH shifts the dominate resonance structure towards iii in scheme 2a, with bond 
formation between SI and Se (WBI of 0.97), and Zn-Sl and Se-CI bond breaking. The 
formation of the Se-S bond oxidizes the thiolate, which leaves the Zn2+ coordination 
sphere, causing the geometry to change from tetrahedral to trigonal planar (Fig. 9). 
Similiarly, the interaction of 2b with Zn-CCCC (AE+ZPE= -64.71 kcal/mol) has bond 
formation between SI and Se, and SI has left the Zn2+ coordination sphere (Fig. 10). The 
Se-N bond, though weakened, is not broken, leaving N-Se-Sl stuck at the hypervalent 
structure since in a gas phase reaction there is no water to protonate the amide leaving 
group. In an earlier DFT study of 2b with Zn-CCHH, a three water network was added to 
the initial Se-S interaction to supply a proton for Se-N breaking the bond simultaneous 
with forming the Se-Sl bond.125 The Se-Sl bond formation in these gas phase calculations 
















Figure 10. Interactions of 2b with Zn-CCHH, Zn-CCCH and Zn-CCCC. Bond distances and 
orbital representations are included. (Isodensity = 0.02).
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Figure 11. Comparison of compounds 1-12 AE+ZPE with Zn-CCHH.
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Overall, the r-Se compounds had stronger interactions with the ZF models than 
the r-S compounds (Fig. 11). The lower AE+ZPEs of the r-Se compounds are caused by the 
relative instability of Se-X bond compared to the S-X bond. Selenium is larger and, 
therefore, a more polarizable (softer) Lewis acid than sulfur, making it a better 
electrophile for reacting with the soft Lewis base ZF models. Blessing et al. found that 
while 5b and 12 inhibited Fpg activity, their sulfur analogues did not, even at high 
concentrations.27 Vallee et al. found that rSe compounds were better able to release Zn2+ 
from MT than their sulfur counterparts.86 Experimentally, Blessing et al. found 2b, to be 
the most effective at inhibiting the activity of Fpg with a CCCC ZF, followed by 7,10,12, 
and 5b, but found 10 better able to release Zn2+ from a peptide of XPA with a Zn-CCCC ZF 
than 5b>12>2b>7.27 Our DFT calculations found 2b to have the highest interaction energy 
(-64.7 kcal/mol) with Zn-CCCC followed by 10 and 12 (-26.9 kcal/mol) consistent with the 
experimental trend for Fpg. 5b and 7 are highly reactive, as they both had Se/Sl bond 
formation and Sl-Zn dissociation. We do not see full correlation between the DFT results 
and Blessing's experimental results due to the effect of sterics and other interactions with 
the surrounding residues as reflected in the differing experimental results for Fpg and 
XPA. There is much interest in 2b as a therapeutic drug because of it low toxicity in vivo.126 
Ebselen is less toxic than other Se compounds, with a mice LDso of 400pmol/kg127 which 
is attributed to its Se not being bioavailable.128 The DFT reaction barrier for the interaction 
of Zn-CCHH was lower with 2b than with H2O2 due to the softness of the Se atom.125 
Experimental evidence shows that 2b reacts more slowly with MT than with a free 
thiolate,84 and there is a higher activation barrier for 2b with MeSH than with Zn-CCHH.129 
Because CCCH and CCCC are more nucleophilic than Zn-CCHH, the barriers are expected 
to be lower. Topal, in a DFT study, found the potential curve for cyclic disulfides with 
model CCCH ZFs to be almost barrierless.130 For the Zn-CCHH interaction with 2b, the 
modest reaction barrier allows the S-Se-R bond to last long enough for the formation of 
intramolecular disulfide bonds and Z F 0x . ( k 0x > k p e r ;  Scheme 2).125 When 2b interacts with 
CCCC ZFs or MT, Se-S bond formation is much faster ( k per > k 0x ) ,  and additional 2b forms 
further Se-S bonds.131 The intermediate basicity of the less studied Zn-CCCH may interact
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via a different pathway. Valley et al. concluded that since 2b reacts faster with GSH than 
with MT, and still releases Zn2+ in the presence of GSH, that 2b reacts with ZF's through a 
ebselen-GSH selenenyl sulfide intermediate.84
Although r-Se compounds are potentially more reactive with ZFs, there is more 
experimental data available for r-S compounds. Our DFT results are in reasonable 
agreement with experimental data. For example, la  and 2a equally release between 25 
to 75% of Zn2+ from NCp7's Zn-CCCH ZF, whereas 4a is unreactive.83' 87 la  and 2a were 
shown to form strong S--S interactions with ZF models due to their low energy 4>*s/se-x 
MOs, but 4a does not interact with either Zn-CCHH or Zn-CCCH, but does interact with 
Zn-CCCC (Fig 12). Experimentally, 3a releases 60% of Zn2+ from the E6 CCCC-type ZF, while 
4a and 5a release only 15 and 12%, respectively.26 Our results for 4a are in agreement 
with experimental results that show it is not reactive with CCCH ZFs but is reactive with a 
CCCC type ZF proteins. We found 3a, AT-2, to interact with Zn-CCCH but not Zn-CCHH 
consistent with Huang et al.'s experimental data. These results suggest that some weakly 
oxidizing agents can selectively react with CCCH ZFs, and not with CCHH or CCCC types.88 
Topal et al. also found that 3a was able to attack the NCp7 CCCH ZF, but had weak activity 












Figure 12. Interactions of 3a and 4a with Zn-CCHH, Zn-CCCH and Zn-CCCC. With orbital 
representaitons included, (isodensity 0.02).
Conclusion
The interaction of r-S/Se compounds with the zinc bound thiolates of three classes 
of ZFs, was investigated using DFT. We found that increasing the number of thiolates 
coordinated to Zn2+ led to stronger interactions with the r-S/Se compounds. The cj>*s/se-x 
of compounds 1-12 had an inverse correlation with the AE+ZPE of all r-S/Se compounds 
with Zn-CCHH ZF model, which demonstrates that the lower the 4>*se/s-x energy of the r- 
S/Se compound, the closer in energy it will be to the HOMO of the ZF model. And the low 
lying cj)*s/se-x are better able to accept electron donation from the Lewis basic ZF models, 
making the donor acceptor interactions stronger. The correlation of 4>*s/se-x with 
interaction energy suggests that the LUMO energy of a potential r-S/Se drug could be
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used to test its ability to oxidize ZF proteins. The initial S/Se-S interaction for the complex 
formation of r-S/Se compounds with all three ZFs had common trends across each of the 
compounds l-12a. The AE+ZPE of each r-S/Se compound, with the exception of 6a, 
increased with Zn-CCHH < Zn-CCCH < Zn-CCCC. The changes in geometry, charge, and 
WBIs that accompanied the increase in energy from the additional thiolates were the 
following: (1) the bond between S/Se-X and Zn-Sl expanded, while concomitantly the Sl- 
S/Se bond distance decreased, (2) the WBI decreased between S/Se-X and Zn-Sl and 
increased between S/Se-Sl, (3) the NPA charge on SI because more positive, while the 
NPA charge on X decreased. The Wiberg of the Sl-S/Se bond exhibits an inverse 
correlation to the S/Se-Sl bond distance, validating the WBI as a measure of bond 
strength. The WBI of the S/Se-Sl bond has a positive correlation to AE+ZPE for the 
interaction of compounds 1-12 with Zn-CCHH, demonstrating that the stronger the bond 
between SI and S/Se, the stronger the interaction to the ZF model. The change in the 
S/Se-X distance as compounds 1-12 interact with Zn-CCHH correlates with AE+ZPE for that 
interaction, showing that as the interaction of r-S/Se to SI increases, the bond to the 
leaving group is weakened and elongated.
In our study of r-S/Se compounds with ZF models, the models was limited since 
they were constructed to represent only the coordinating residues. Although the free 
energy of metal binding is coming from the coordinating ligands, the other residues can 
affect the nucleophilicity of the thiolates. A zinc bound thiolate is less reactive if it is N-H- 
-S hydrogen bonded to the peptide backbone or other residue. GATA-1 (CCCC-type ZF 
transcription factor) had a much lower ionization potential than the CCCH ZF from NCp7 
due to additional Cys thiolates, but the ligands were more sterically hindered than in 
NCp7, and thus less reactive. For future work, larger models that include the entire ZF 
protein from each of the classes, would be modeled with hybrid quantum 
mechanics/molecular dynamics (Q.M/MM) methods.
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CHAPTER 3
DFT MODELING OF THE n-STACKING INTERACTIONS BETWEEN METALATED GUANINE
Introduction
Human immunodeficiency virus-1 (HIV-1) is a lentivirus in the retrovirus family 
that progresses to AIDS through a large number of replication cycles.132 In the last 30 
years, more than 35 anti-HIV drugs have been developed.133 The majority are either 
reverse transcriptase inhibitors (RTI) or protease inhibitors (PRI).133 Combinations of RTI 
and PRI, called highly active antiviral therapy (HAART), has been shown to boost clinical 
markers and stall resistance.134 HAART has been used to delay the onset of AIDS, but 
cannot cure the disease, only diminish HIV transmission.135 HIV-1 has a high rate of virus 
replication combined with high error prone reverse transcriptase with no proof-reading 
ability, making the largest problem with anti-HIV drugs the rapid development of drug 
resistant viruses.135,136'137 The HIV-1 virus is resistant to one or more antiviral drugs in 75- 
85% of patients.137 New antiviral agents that target novel viral and cellular processes are 
critical for developing new combinations of inhibitors.80,81'82









Figure 13. Structure of HIV virus.138
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Much attention lately has been given to highly conserved structures that would 
be immune to mutations.139'140,141 HIV-1 viruses have an outer envelope that 
encompasses the capsid, which in turn surrounds the nucleocapsid (NC). The NC structure 
contains the genomic RNA coated with around 2000 nucleocapsid proteins (NCp7)(Fig. 
13).138,142 The NCp7, derived from the HIV structural protein Gag,79 is a highly basic small 
protein that has two copies of a Cys-X2-Cys-X4-His-X4-Cys zinc binding domain. The spacing 
and the metal-coordinating residues of the NC CCHC zinc finger (ZF), is highly conserved 
among retroviruses.143 Altering a residue in the CCHC sequence results in non-functioning 
virons,78,143 146 verifying that NCp7 is mutation resistant.147
NCp7 is involved in many steps of the HIV life cycle (RNA binding, protecting and 
encapsidation79, reverse transcription,77,148 strand transfer,79 protection of viral DNA 
fragments,149 and virus assembly/release78). Blocking any one of these steps could 
terminate HIV reproduction because the main mode of action in each process is the 
binding of NCp7 to single stranded nucleic acid.150 NCp7 is an attractive target for the 
development of new antiviral agents since it is involved in both early and late steps in viral 
production, is a highly conserved structure, and the CCHC ZF is rare (most cellular zinc- 
fingers are CCHH or CCCC-type).5
Trp37 in the C-Terminal ZF (ZF-2) of NCp7 is crucial for RNA encapsidation and 
virus replication. Replacing W37 with a non-aromatic residue results in non-infective 
viruses with defective RNA packaging.78 Zn2+ binding to CCHC induces a fold in the protein 
that exposes W37.151 The interaction of NCp7 with a single-stranded pentanucleotide 
d(ACGCC), a short piece of stem loop 2 (SL2) of the i|j packaging signal, showed that W37 
was Tt-stacked with a Gua base of the nucleotide.151 When NCp7 was bound to various 
hexanucleotides, it was found that the finger region (12-53) is responsible for the 
interaction.152 Irrespective of the position of Gua, it plays a critical role in the binding of 
RNA to NCp7.152 The binding of NCp7 involves hydrogen bonding and hydrophobic 
stacking interactions.152 The presence of Zn2+ is essential for binding of NCp7 to both RNA 
and DNA.152 A molecular dynamics (MD) study of the interaction of NCp7, with both the 
RNA iJj packaging signal SL3 and the DNA(-) primer binding site (PBS), found the
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recognition motif for Gua to be composed of rc-stacking interactions with W37 and Q45 
and H bonding to M46.153 These three residues, W37, Q45, and M46, form a hydrophobic 
plateau on the upper surface of the distal finger.151
Molecules with electrophilic functional groups have been used to inhibit NCp7 by 
reacting with the Cys ligands of ZFs causing the protein to release Zn2+ ion and unfold. The 
lack of specificity of these electrophilic molecules for NCp7 ZFs has impeded their use as 
antiviral drugs.154 An alternate strategy would be to design drugs that compete with RNA 
and DNA for the binding to NCp7. If the competitor compound binds with a higher affinity 
for NCp7, they will be able to inhibit NC binding to RNA and DNA. Drugs that act as 
antagonists of the RNA/DNA protein interaction are worth investigating as selective NCp7 
inhibitors. Compounds that selectively n stack with W37 and remove Zn2+ could target 
NCp7 without interfering with cellular ZFs.
Alkyation of the nucleobase antagonists has been proposed as a mechanism for 
enhancing binding to W37 of NCp7.155-158 Increased n-stacking between the positively 
charged methylated base and aromatic amino acid side chains is proposed to be 
responsible for the preferential recognition for alkylated bases.157 The positive charge of 
the methylated base is delocalized over aromatic ring157 and lowers the energy of the 
lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) to make it a better acceptor for electron 
density from aromatic side chains.157' 159 Trp is the best electron donor of the aromatic 
amino acids160 and 1H NMR studies show that methylation of Gua's N7 increases its n-n 
interaction to W's indole ring.161
Like methylation, the coordination to metal ions enhances the n-stacking 
interactions between nucleobases and aromatic amino acids.162 Experiments show that 
n-stacking interactions to Trp are strengthened when the nucleobase is coordinated to a 
Pt2+ ion.40-41-162 The preferred metalation site for Pt2+ on Guan is N7, because the Gua 
carbonyl group increases the basicity of N7.163-164The association constants for platinated 
9-ethylguanine (9-EtGua) with N-acetyl tryptophan and with the C-terminus of the second 
ZF (ZF-2) of NCp7 was about twice that of free 9-EtGua (Kn = 7.0 and 3.5 x 103 M-1) 
respectively.42 The binding constant was slightly lower for the palladium analog of the
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metalated nucleobase. The circular dichroism (CD) spectrum of [Pt(diene)9-(EtGH)]+2 with 
ZF-2 showed adduct formation, presumably through enhanced n-n interactions between 
W37 and metalated Gua with little disturbance of the ZF 3-d structure.42 Targeting of the 
Gua-Trp interaction can be coupled with an electrophile to release Zn2+to inhibit DNA 
binding. For example, reaction of trans-[PtCI(9-EtGH)(py)]2+ with ZF-2 demonstrated a 
significant change in the 3-D structure of the ZF, due to the loss of the Zn2+ ion.42 The 
enhanced n-stacking interactions caused by metalation of the nucleobases is believed to 
originate from increased donor-acceptor interactions.157 The increased positive charge 
from the metal ion lowers the LUMO energy of the nucleobase and brings it closer in 
energy to the HOMO of Trp. The closer in energy the nucleobase's LUMO is to Trp's HOMO 
the stronger the interaction will be.165
The present study investigates the enhancement of the interaction between Gua 
and Trp through methylation and metalation of the nucleic acid bases. DFT calculations 
will be performed on small models of methylated and metalated MeGua and Xan n- 
stacked with Melnd as a model forTrp. The n-stacking energy, LUMO energies, and charge 
transfer will be examined in order to determine if the modified MeGua with the lowest 
LUMO energies have the largest charge transfer and the strongest n-stacking interactions. 
Larger models of truncated ZF-2 of NCp7 will be used to explore the added binding 
strength originating from hydrogen bonding interactions of modified MeGua with 
surrounding residues. Understanding the effect of metalation on n-stacking could lead to 
the design of chemotherapeutic agents that target specific recognition sites of DNA/RNA- 
protein interactions.
Theoretical Methods
Geometry optimizations of small models were performed using Gaussian 0997 with 
the B97-D semilocal generalized gradient approximation (GGA) DFT functional, a re­
parameterization of Becke's64 B97 functional with a semi-empirical dispersion 
correction.166 B97-D performs very well for non-bonded interactions167 and adequately 
models all relevant interactions found in biological systems.168 The D95V basis set with
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polarization functions was used for C, H, N and 0. Wadt/Hay ECP basis sets augmented 
with polarization functions were used for S,103 Pt, and Pd.169 The n-stacking interaction 
energy was calculated as the relative energy of the complex and the DFT-optimized 
monomers.
Charge decomposition analysis (CDA); as implemented in the Multiwfn 
program,170 was used to quantify charge relocation between fragments in the n-stacked 
complex.171 CDA builds the wavefunction of the complex from a linear combination of 
the donor and acceptor fragment orbitals (LCFO).171 The charge donation from the 
occupied (occ) orbitals of the donor to the virtual (vir) orbitals of acceptor is denoted by 
d (Equation 39) where i and rj are the index and occupation number of the molecular 
orbitals (MO) of the complex, Cmii is the coefficient of fragment orbital (FO) m in MO i of
the complex, and Sm n is the overlap integral between FO m and FO n.171
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The back donation from the occupied orbitals of the acceptor to the virtual orbitals of the 
donor is denoted by b (Equation 40).171 The net electrons transferred (d-b) from the donor 
to the acceptor will be examined to see if there is a correlation to the LUMO energies of 
the modified Gua, and to the Tt-stacking interaction energy.
bi =  SrnL Z n lfl m Cm,iCn,iSm,n (40)171
The larger models were optimized using the ONIOM method172 as implemented in 
Gaussian 09. Our ONIOM method divides the structure into two different levels of 
accuracy, a semi-empirical (SE) level and a quantum mechanical (QM) level. The SE region 
was constrained to the solution structure to preserve the steric effects of the surrounding 
protein,173 while the QM region was allowed to freely optimize. The QM region was 
modeled with B97-D while the SE regions was modeled with PM6, a recently developed 
SE method that emphasizes biochemical systems in parameterization.174 PM6 had greater 
accuracy on the heat of formation of biological compounds than HF and B3LYP/ 6- 
31G(d).174
Donor-acceptor energies (AEd->a) along with the natural atomic orbital NAO- 
Wiberg Bond Index (WBI)105 (Equation 41) and the natural population analysis (NPA)
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charges on all atoms were calculated with the Natural Bond Order (NBO) program Version 
3.1.104'175 The WBI, which gives a measure of the bonding interaction between two 
atoms,106 is the sum of the squares of the off-diagonal elements of the density matrix P 
between pairs of atoms in the NAO basis.105
Wiberg  _  y  y  p 2  /A1 \ios
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Figure 14. Solution structure (PDB 2EXF176). HIV-1 NCp7 complexed with DNA (-) primer 
binding site (PBS) with Gua. ZF-2 is shown in gray.
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Results and Discussion 
Small n -n  stacked structures
Small models were constructed of MeGua n-stacked with 3-methylindole (Melnd), 
as a model for L-Trp, in the same orientation (A) found in the NMR solution structure (PDB 
2EXF)176 (Fig. 14). The dimers Melnd-MeGua, Melnd-M(9EtGua)n+ (M = Me+, Pd(NH3)32+, 
and Pd(NH3)32+) and Me-lnd-Pt(NH3)3Xan2+ (Fig 15), where methylation/metalation is at 
the N7 position the MeGua, were DFT optimized to compate with experimental studies 
of n-stacking interactions with L-Trp with analogous studies by Ferrell et al using M = 
Pt(dien)2+, Pd(dien)2+.40' 177
The DFT/B97-D optimized geometries of the M(NH3)3(MeGua)2+ monomers and 
their LUMO energies were comparable to previous studies.177 Pt(ll) and Pd(ll) had square 
planar coordination of the NH3 and MeGua/Xan ligands164 with a hydrogen bonding 
interaction between the exocyclic oxygen of Gua/Xan and an ammine ligand to produce 
a twist in the nucleobase relative to the Pt/Pd(NH3)3 . The dihedral angle between 
Pt/Pd(NH3)3 and Gua/Xan, along with the Pt-N7 bond distance, was largest for 
Pt(NH3)3(9MeGua)2+ (Fig. 15b). The addition of the Me, Pt(NH3)3, and a Pd(NH3)3 groups 
to MeGua lowers the LUMO energy, with metalation (Pd>Pt) having a greater effect than 
methylation (Table 4). The lowering of the LUMO energy of a nucleobase to reduce the 
relative energy with the donor's HOMO has been proposed to strengthen n-n charge- 
transfer interactions.157 As a result, Farrell et al. suggested that the LUMO energy could 
be used to predict modified nucleobases n-stacking strength to Trp.177 The lower the 
LUMO energy, the better the orbital overlap, and the stronger the interaction.177178







Figure 15. Structures of Melnd, methylated and metalated MeGua.(a) Numbering scheme 
for Trp, MeGua and [Pt(NH3)3(9MeGua)]+2. (b)Optimized structures for 
[Pt(NH3)3(9MeGua)]2+, [Pd(NH3)3(9MeGua)]2+]and [Pt(NH3)3Xan]2+.
Table 4. DFT optimized results for small n-stacked dimers. The LUMO and LUMO+1 
energies in eV for all Gua analogues. The ix-interaction energy was calculated as the 
difference of the dimer and monomer DFT energy. Electron donation from donor to 






Gua(eV) (kcal/mol) d (e) b (e) d-b (e)
kn
(x 103) IV
Melnd-MeGua -0.87 -0.03 -13.69 0.048 0.052 -0.004 3.50
Melnd-Me2Gua+ -5.52 -0.19 -19.74 0.080 0.035 0.046
Melnd-(NH3)3Pt(MeGua)2+ -9.36 -0.30 -26.70 0.124 0.027 0.097 7.00
Melnd-(NH3)3Pd(MeGua)2+ -10.42 -0.30 -25.23 0.105 0.030 0.075 5.10
Melnd-(NH3)3Pt(Xan)2+ -9.93 -0.33 -30.83 0.147 0.027 0.121
Struct. BMelnd-(NH3)3Pt(MeGua)2+ -9.36 -0.30 -27.57 0.140 0.023 0.117
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None of the DFT-optimized n-stacked structures had Gua/Xan directly eclipsed 
over Melnd, consistent with experimental evidence that n-stacked aromatic rings are 
generally displaced with respect to each other.179 (Fig. 16). The distances between the 
Melnd and MeGua rings (3.3 and 3.2 A) were slightly smaller than those found in crystal 
structures of Ind stacked with Gua (3.4 and 3.5 A).159 The addition of Me, PtfNFhb, and 
Pd(NH3)a caused the n-stacked rings to t ilt slightly away from parallel to each other so 
that the methylated and metalated N7 end of the purine rings are further from Melnd 
than the C2 end. (For example, 3.5 and 3.2 A, respectively, for Melnd-Pt(NH3)3(MeGua)2+ 
, resulting in a t ilt  angle of 4.6°). Similarly, Rutledge et al. found a 10° tilt angle for an 
adenine-histidine n-stacked dimer.180 The tilt angle between the monomer in the n- 
stacked structures increases from Melnd-MeGua < Melnd-Me2Gua1+ < Melnd- 
Pt(NH3)3(MeGua)2+ = Melnd-Pd(NH3)3(9MeGua)2+ < Melnd-Pt(NH3)3Xan2+. The partial 
positive charge on the hydrogen atoms of the ammine ligand, are attracted to the partial 
negative charge of the Melnd n cloud, causing one ligand to extend down into the space 
between the n-stack, which may cause the rings to separate. In an aqueous solution the 
charges would be more diffuse and we might not see the steric interaction between the 
ammine ligand and the Melnd.
Melnd-MeGua Melnd-Me?Gua+ Melnd-(NH3)3Pt(MeGua)+
Melnd-(NH3)3Pd(MeGua)+2 Melnd-(NH3)3Pt(Xan)+2 Melnd-(NH3)3P^(MeGua)+2
Figure 16. The DFT B97-D optimized small rt-n stacked structures. The distances between 
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Figure 17. Correlation plots for small n-stacked structures, (a) Plot of n-stacking 
interaction energy as a function of the association constants, x 103 M '1, ^ ,  for L-Trp-9- 
EtGH, L-Trp-Pd(dien)9-EtGH)]2+ and L-Trp-[Pt(dien)(9-EtGH)]2+dimers. The experimental 
data is from Farrell et al.41 (b) Plot of n-stacking interaction energy as a function of LUMO 
energy (eV) of modified Gua. (c) Plot of n-stacking interaction energy as a function of 
electron charge transfer.
The n-interaction energy was calculated as the relative energy of the n-complex 
and the separate monomers (Table 4). The addition of the Me group to Melnd-MeGua 
dimer enhanced the n-stacked interaction energy by 6.1 kcal/mol, whereas the addition 
of a Pt(NH3)3 and Pd(IMH3)3 group increased the interaction by 13.0 and 11.5 kcal/mol, 
respectively. Substituting Gua for Xan produced an even more stable interaction (17.1 
kcal/mol). The interaction energies correlate with available experimental Kn values,41
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supporting the use of our DFT/B97-D method for calculating n-stacking interactions (Fig. 
17a). The correlation between the LUMO energies and the strength of the n-stacking 
interaction (Fig. 17b) suggests that the screening of potential targets through the 
nucleobase LUMO energy could give a quick estimation of n-stacking energy and the 
ability to inhibit NCp7.
Because the donor-acceptor interaction involves charge transfer from the HOMO 
of Trp and the LUMO of the modified Gua/Xan, CDA has been used to quantify charge 
relocation between fragments in the n-stacked complex.171,181 The net charge transfer 
was calculated as the difference between the electron donation from the occupied MO 
of the donor to the virtual MOs of acceptor (d) and back donation (b) from the acceptor 
to the donor (d-b). For the Trp-MeGua stack, a net 0.004e was transferred from MeGua 
to Melnd. For the other small n-stacked structures, the net charge transfer was from 
Melnd to the Gua/Xan monomer, with the largest transfer (0.12e) for Trp-Pt(NH3)3Xan2+. 
For comparison, Tsipis and Stalikas found a net electron transfer of 0.14e for a n-stacked 
dimer of benzene within a trinuclear Cu(l) triiodide cluster.181 The magnitude of the 
charge transfer is small (Table 4) which may suggest that it does not contribute 
significantly to the n-stacking energy, but there is a high positive correlation with the 
interaction energy, implying that charge transfer is important in n-stacking (Fig. 17c).
Larger Models
To include the effect of the surrounding residues on binding of Gua, a larger model 
of truncated ZF-2 of NCp7 was optimized using the ONIOM(B97-D:PM6) method to better 
compare with Farrell's experimental work.40'41,177 Although n-n interactions have been 
identified as the main mode of molecular recognition, the role of all intermolecular 
interactions, including hydrogen bonding, is important for designing molecules that target 
the recognition site.152,182 The solution structure of HIV-1 NCp7 complexed with DNA(-) 
primer binding site (PDB file 2EXF)176 was truncated as illustrated in Fig 18 to make a large 
model of NCp-7 ZF-2 interacting with methylated and metalated MeGua and Xan. The 
DNA(-) primer binding site was truncated to MeGua. The protein was truncated to
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residues R32 through G40 and H44 through C49. K34 and K38 were truncated to Ala and 
the side chain of K34 was truncated to an ethyl group. The model was divided into 
quantum mechanical (QM) and semiempirical (SE) regions. The QM region, indicated in 
Fig 18 with a ball-and-stick representation, was allowed to optimize freely. The remainder 
of the system, indicated by sticks was frozen and corresponded to the SE region. The 
largest difference in the larger model relative to the NMR solution structure of HIV-1 NCp7 
complexed with DNA (-)PBS176 was the absence of the DNA phosphate backbone which 
limits the binding configuration of Gua. Only the MeGua was retained in our model, since 
the objective of the modified Gua with its enhanced n-stacking properties is to compete 
with RNA and DNA for the binding to NCp7. In the NMR solution structure, the Q45 side 
chain (SC) NH2 and both R32 SC NH2 groups hydrogen bond to the phosphate backbone 
of DNA. In our ONIOM optimized structure, Q45 SC (=0) is hydrogen bonded to Gua NH2 
H(a) and the R32 SC NH2 hydrogen bonds to the Gua NH2. In the NMR structure, the K33 
backbone (BB) carbonyl hydrogen bonds to Gua NH2 H(a), but to R32 N-(H) in the ONIOM 
structure. M46 and W37 BB N-(H) are both H-bonded to Gua (=0) in both the NMR 
structure and our structure. The W37 hydrogen bond is 1.99 A in the NMR structure and 
much longer in optimized structure. In the NMR structure, G35 BB (=0) is hydrogen 
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Figure 18. The truncated optimized model Structure A of NCp7 complexed with MeGua. 
Structure A. (a) The truncated optimized model of NCp7 complexed with MeGua. The 
truncated NCP7 finger 2 used in calculations, residues R32, K33, G35, C36, W37, C39, 
G40, H44, Q45, M46, and C49 were used without truncation, residues K34 and K38 were 
truncated to Ala, K47 was truncated to a modified Ala with ethyl group and residues K41, 
E42, G43 and D48 were eliminated, (b) ONIOM optimized Native structure. Ball and stick 
representations correspond to the QM region, stick representation correspond to the SE 
region, (c) The n-stacking interaction of structure A. (d) The hydrogen bonding 
interactions structure A. Bond lengths are given in A.
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Figure 19. Orientaitons of structures A-D with relative energies, (a) Different orientations 
of Gua in the binding site, (b) The relative energies of the four different orientations of 
MeGua in the binding site of NCp7. Structure B was set to zero.
Since the modified Gua is not limited by the DNA backbone, it could n-stack with 
Trp in orientations different from the native A conformation. We optimized the Gua in 
three addition orientations in the truncated NCp7 binding site. In A, the 6-member ring 
of Gua is over the 5-member ring of Trp with the NH2 group over N1 of Trp. For B, the Gua 
is flipped such that the exocyclic oxygen of Gua is over N1 of Trp. For C, N7 of Gua is over 
N1 of Trp and N1 of Gua is over N1 of Trp in D (Fig. 19a). These four orientations of MeGua 
affects not only the nature of the n-stacking interaction, but also on the number and type 
of hydrogen bonding interactions (Fig. 19b). Structure B was the most stable 
conformation followed by the native structure A (+6.2 kcal/mol), D (11.7 kcal/mol) and C 
(+15.7 kcal/mol). To quantify the effect of the hydrogen bonding interactions on Gau 
binding, the relative strength of donor acceptor energies (AEd->a) of the H-bond species 
was calculated by NBO analysis and by WBIs. The NPA charges on, and the distance 
between, the H-bond donor and acceptor were recorded (Table 5) to evaluate how these 
parameters effect the strength of the interaction, and the increased and decreased 
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Figure 20. Hydrogen bonding interactions in structures B-D. (a) Truncated optimized 
model B. (b) The n-stacking interaction in B. (c) Hydrogen bonds in B. (d) Hydrogen bonds 
in C. (e) Hydrogen bonds in D.
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The relative energy of A-D should be related to the number and strength of the 
their H-bonding interactions (Fig 20, Table 5). The stronger bound A and B both have 5 H- 
bonding interactions, whereas the weaker C and D had only 1 and 3 H-bonding 
interactions, respectively. Structure B was 6.2 kcal/mol more tightly bound in the binding 
site than A. H-bonds 2 and 3, of B, involve the same donor and acceptor but are longer 
and weaker than those in A. The strongest H-bond in A is H-bond (5) between MeGua 
N H 2  ( N )  and R32 SC N - ( H )  the N - H  distance was 1.9 A .  For B, The strongest H-bond of B, 
Hydrogen bond (1) is also with R32, but in this orientation it is MeGua =0 pointing toward 
R32, with an O-H distance of 1.7 A. This short distance produces a strong H bond. B also 
has 2 weak H-bonds to W37 BB ( N )  and G35 BB (0=). Collectively, the H-bond ( A E d - > a )  was 
lower in B than A by 10.4 kcal/mol and the total WBIs were lower by 0.06. The tighter 
binding of B compared to A is from stronger n-stacking interactions. A  small model of 
Melnd-Pt(NH3)3(MeGau) in the orientation of Structure B was optimized and found to be 
more stable that structure A with Pt(NH3)3, which demonstrates that structure B has 
stronger n-stacking interactions than A. The AEd->a of each H-bond in each structure A 
through D has a high correlation to the WBI revealing that A E d - > a  energy is a good 
estimation of the bonding strength. The difference in the charges of the donor and 
acceptors divided by the distance between them correlates well with A E d - > a 
demonstratingthat H-bond strength is augmented by an increase of charge separation of 
donor and acceptor and decreases as the distance between them is lengthened. (Fig. 21)
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Table 5. ONIOM(B97-D:PM6) results for structures A-D. NPA charges of hydrogen bond 
donors and acceptors, distances between hydrogen bond donorand acceptors in A, WBI 
between the hydrogen bond donor and acceptor, the difference between the charges of 
the donor and acceptor, and the difference between the charges of the donor and 
acceptor divided by the distance between them (e/A).
NPA NPA Interaction d(D-A) qn-qA qn-qA
Donor Qo(e) Acceptor qA(e) type (A) kcal/mol WBI (e) d
Native Structure
1 MeGua(=0) -0.704 M46BB N-(H) 0.421 H-Bond 2.01 8.16 0.032 -1.125 -0.560
2 K34 BB (=0) -0.714 MeGua N-(H) 0.451 H-Bond 2.02 6.84 0.026 -1.165 -0.577
3 K34 BB (=0) -0.714 MeGua NH2H(a) 0.416 H-Bond 1.95 10.52 0.038 -1.130 -0.579
4 Q45 SC (=0) -0.699 MeGua NH2H(b) 0.442 H-Bond 1.93 11.38 0.041 -1.141 -0.591
5 MeGua NH2(N) -0.948 R32SCN-(H) 0.447 H-Bond 1.94 17.04 0.071 -1.395 -0.719
Structure B
1 MeGua(=0) -0.707 R32 SCN(H) 0.452 H-Bond 1.68 26.84 0.089 -1.159 -0.690
2 K34 BB (=0) -0.710 MeGuaN1(H) 0.460 H-Bond 2.02 7.13 0.025 -1.170 -0.579
3 K34 BB (=0) -0.710 MeGua NH2H(a) 0.425 H-Bond 2.09 5.88 0.022 -1.135 -0.543
4 W37 BB (N) -0.705 MeGua NH2 H(b) 0.422 H-Bond 2.67 1.32 0.007 -1.127 -0.422
5 G35 BB (=0) -0.691 MeGua NH2H(a) 0.425 H-Bond 2.24 2.36 0.007 -1.116 -0.498
Structure C
1 MeGua (=0) -0.688 Q45SCN (H) 0.427 H-Bond 1.94 11.75 0.042 -1.115 -0.575
Structure D
1 MeGua (N7) -0.586 M46BB N (H) 0.418 H-Bond 2.11 7.9 0.032 -1.004 -0.476
2 MeGua (N7) -0.586 W37 BB N (H) 0.418 H-Bond 2.44 2.37 0.012 -1.004 -0.411
3 K34BB(=0) -0.662 MeGuaCH3(H) 0.242 0"H-C Bond 2.24 2.51 0.009 -0.903 -0.403
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Figure 21. Plot of AEd-»a (kcal/mol) as a function of TWBI for all H-bonding interactions in 
A, B, C and D large models.
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Table 6. ONIOM(B97-D:PM6) results for methylated and platinated MeGua bound to 
NCp7 model. NPA charges of hydrogen bond donors and acceptors (e), distances between 
hydrogen bond donor and acceptors in A, WBI between the hydrogen bond donor and 
acceptor, the difference between the charges of the donor and acceptor, and the 
differnce between the charges of the donor and acceptor divided by the distance 
between them (e/A).
NPA NPA Interaction d(D-A) AEd̂ a Q n - Q i  Q n -Q i
Donor qD ( e) Acceptor qA(e) type (A) kcal/mol WBI (e) d
Native NCp7with Me2Gua+
1 Me2Gua (=0) -0.691 M46BB N (H) 0.397 H-Bond 2.26 2.54 0.012 -1.09 -0.48
2 Me2Gua (=0) -0.691 W37 BBN(H) 0.416 H-Bond 2.08 5.66 0.022 -1.11 -0.53
3 G35 BB (=0) -0.770 Me2Gua N (H) 0.465 H-Bond 1.75 20.92 0.062 -1.23 -0.71
4 G35 BB (=0) -0.770 Me2GuaNH2H(a) 0.420 H-Bond 2.12 5.51 0.024 -1.19 -0.56
5 Q.45 SC (=0) -0.685 Me2GuaNH2H(b) 0.445 H-Bond 1.87 14.68 0.057 -1.13 -0.60
6 Me2Gua (=0) -0.691 M46SC C (H) 0.220 0--H-C Bond 2.13 1.97 0.008 -0.91 -0.43
Native NCp7 with (NH3)3Pt(MeGua)2+
1 PtMeGua (=0) -0.722 W37 BBN(H) 0.409 H-Bond 2.1 5.95 0.023 -1.131 -0.538
2 G35 BB (=0) -0.778 PtMeGua N1(H) 0.462 H-Bond 1.81 16.65 0.054 -1.240 -0.685
3 G35 BB (=0) -0.778 PtMeGua NH2H(a) 0.422 H-Bond 2.05 6.93 0.028 -1.200 -0.585
4 Q45 SC (=0) -0.685 PtMeGua NH2H(b) 0.449 H-Bond 1.84 17.12 0.064 -1.135 -0.617
5 M46SC (S) 0.065 PtMeGua(NH3(3)) (H) 0.420 S-H-N Bond 2.23 16.05 0.084 -0.355 -0.159
6 PtMeGua (=0) -0.722 M46BBN (H) 0.404 H-Bond 2.31 1.85 0.011 -1.126 -0.488
7 PtMeGua (=0) -0.722 M46SCC(H) 0.211 O-H-C Bond 2.23 1.46 0.005 -0.933 -0.418
8 PtMeGua (=0) -0.722 PtMeGua(NH3(3)) (H) 0.444 H-Bond* 2.40 0.74 0.007 -1.166 -0.485
Native NCp7 with (NH3)3Pd(MeGua)2+
lPdMeGua (=0) -0.722 W37 BBN(H) 0.407 H-Bond 2.17 4.31 0.019 -1.129 -0.521
2 G35 BB (=0) -0.778 PtMeGua N1(H) 0.462 H-Bond 1.84 16.27 0.049 -1.240 -0.675
3 G35 BB (=0) -0.778 PtMeGua NH2H(a) 0.422 H-Bond 2.00 8.89 0.032 -1.200 -0.599
4 Q45SC (=0) -0.685 PtMeGua NH2H(b) 0.449 H-Bond 1.84 17.37 0.065 -1.135 -0.618
5 M46 SC (S) 0.071 PtMeGua(NH3(2)) (H) 0.422 S-H-N bond 2.29 10.72 0.062 -0.352 -0.153
6 M46SC (S) 0.071 PtMeGua(NH3(l)) (H) 0.417 S-H-N bond 2.26 14.13 0.076 -0.346 -0.153
7PdMeGua (=0) -0.722 M46SCC(H) 0.422 O-H-C bond 2.22 1.51 0.005 -1.144 -0.515
8PdMeGua (=0) -0.722 PtMeGua(NH3(3)) (H) 0.439 H-Bond* 2.37 0.82 0.008 -1.161 -0.490
Native NCp7 with (NH3)3Pt(Xan)2+
1 PtXan C6(=0) -0.684 M46BB N (H) 0.447 H-Bond 2.25 2.7 0.012 -1.131 -0.503
2 PtXan C6(=0) -0.684 W37 BB N (H) 0.408 H-Bond 2.23 3.7 0.013 -1.092 -0.489
3 G35 BB (=0) -0.762 PtXan N1(H) 0.481 H-Bond 1.74 22.4 0.065 -1.243 -0.714
4 M46SC (S) 0.070 PtXan(NH3(3)) (H) 0.421 S-H-N Bond 2.21 15.5 0.088 -0.351 -0.159
5 M46SC(S) 0.070 PtXan(NH3(l)) (H) 0.420 S-H-N Bond 2.19 15.3 0.089 -0.351 -0.160
6 PtXan C6(=0) -0.684 PtXan(NH3(3)) (H) 0.447 H-Bond* 2.42 1.2 0.007 -1.131 -0.467
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Structure A was further explored by methylation and metalation of Gua in the four 
orientations (Table 6, Fig. 22). Only A and B had the Pt(NH3)3 fragment added, because C 
and D could not accept the Pt(NH3)3 fragment due to steric constrants. Binding of 
Pt(NH3)3(Xan)2+ was also modeled. Our goal was to see how methylation and metalation 
affects the H-bonds and to see whether the Pt(NH3)3 fragment could fit in the binding site 
in a different conformation. It is our hypothesis that the increased positive charge on the 
Gua fragment increase its hydrogen bonding strength. The relative energy of the 
methylated and metalated NCp7 models was calculated with equation 42, as the 
difference in energy of the products and reactants.
NCp7-MeGua + Me/Pt/Pd(NH3)3MeGua/Xan2+ ->
NCp7-Me/Pt/Pd(NH3)3MeGua/Xan2++ MeGua (42)
We were surprised that in our large model binding of Me2Gua+ was only 1.14 
kcal/mol more stable than MeGua, since addition of a methyl group to MeGua in the small 
models strengthened its n-stacking interaction to Melnd by 6.1 kcal/mol. The total H- 
bond AEd->a was 7.7 kcal/mol lower, and WBI totals were 0.023 lower for Me2Gua than 
the Native NCp7 model, despite the fact that Me2Gua+ has six H-bonds relative to native 
(A) NCp7 model's five (Table 6). The Me2Gua+ is rotated in the binding pocket relative to 
A NCp7, so that the strongest H-bond (5) for the Native NCp7 model is no longer present 
in Me2Gua's structure. H-bond 1 for Me2Gua is the same as 1 for the NCp7 A model, but 
is further away and weaker. We suggest that the majority of the increase in n-stacking 
strength we saw in the small models was lost in the larger models due to the reduction of 
the H-bonding strength.
The addition of Pt(NH3)3 to the native structure increased its stabilty by 35.2 
kcal/mol. In the Pt NCp7 structure the purine and indole rings have a 9.5° tilt angles 
between the rings, with the largest separation near the Pt(NH3)3 fragment, similar to the 
small models. In the Pt stuctures, the sum of the H-bond (AEd-»a) was 12.8 higher than in 
Native NCp7 structure. Like the Me2Gua+ structure, the Gua ring is twisted in respect to 
the Native so that H-bond 1 is longer and weaker than the native. The H-bond to Q45 is 
much closer and stronger than in the Native NCp7 structure. The gain of 12.8 kcal/mol
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appears to come from the Pt(NH3)3's interaction with M46's divalent sulfur, which 
accounts for 16.1 kcal/mol of total ( A E d - » a ) .  Our hypothesis that the H's from Pt(NH3)3  
MeGua2+ would be more positively charged and have stronger H-bonding interactions did 
not appear to be the case.
The NCp7-(NH3)3PdMeGua2+ and NCp7-(NH3)3Pt(Xan)2+ structures were similar to 
the Pt analogue and their H-bonds 1-5 were comparable. Even with an increased total H- 
bond A E d - > a of 7.2 kcal/mol over the Pt structure, the Pd structure was 5.2 kcal/mol less 
stable than the Pt analogue, which we assume is from a weaker rc-stacking interaction. 
NCp7-(NH3)3Pt(Xan)2+ had a relative energy that was similar to NCp7-(NH3)3PtMeGua2+, 
but the total A E d - > a  was less than the Pt-Gua analogue by 5.95 kcal/mol. The replacement 
of NH2 in Gua for =0 in Xan, leads to less H-bonding interactions. We suggest that the 
lower H-bonding interactions were offset by a stronger n-stacking interaction.
NCp7-Structure B PtGua2+ (Table 7, Fig. 23) had total AEd->a comparable to the 
Native Pt/Pd structures but was less stable than the Native by 4.31 kcal/mol. We believe 
is from the unfavorable repulsive coulomb interactions between the positive Pd fragment 
and the nearby positively charged Q45. The relative energies of the methylated and 
metalated large structures are in Fig. 24.
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Figure 22. Bonding interactions for methylated and metalated nucleobases bound to 
NCp7 model, (a) Hydrogen bonding interactions for NCp7-Me2Gua+. (b) ONIOM(B97- 
D/PM6)-optimized structure of NCp7 model with (NH3)3Pt(MeGua)2+ (c) Hydrogen 
bonding interactions for (NH3)3 Pt(MeGua)2+with NCp7 model, (d) n-stacking interaction 
only for Native NCp7 with (NH3)3 Pt(MeGua)2+ .(e) Hydrogen bonding interactions for 
NCp7-(NH3)3Pd(MeGua)2+(f) Native NCp7 with NH3)3Pt(Xan)2+.
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Table 7. ONIOM(B97-D:PM6) results for platanated structure Pt. NPA charges of hydrogen 
bond donors and acceptors (e), distances between hydrogen bond donor and acceptors 
in A, WBI between the hydrogen bond donor and acceptor, the difference between the 
charges of the donor and acceptor, and the differnce between the charges of the donor 
and acceptor divided by the distance between them (e/A), for structure B.
NPA NPA Interaction d(D-A) AEd̂ a d n ' d A  d n " Q a
Donor qD(e) Acceptor q*(e) type (A) kcal/mol WBI (e) d
Structure B NCp7 with (NH3)3Pt(MeGua) 2+
1 PtMeGua (N3) -0.629 M46SC N (H) 0.410 H-Bond 2.41 2.87 0.012 -1.039 -0.431
2 K34 BB (=0) -0.738 PtMeGua NH2 H(a) 0.440 H-Bond 1.82 18.29 0.058 -1.178 -0.647
3 K34 BB (=0) -0.738 PtMeGua N 1(H) 0.462 H-Bond 2.22 3.48 0.016 -1.200 -0.542
4 G35 BB (=0) -0.692 PtMeGua NH2 H(b) 0.433 H-Bond 2.48 1.22 0.004 -1.126 -0.453
5 Q45SC (=0) -0.750 PtMeGua (NH3(3))(H) 0.466 H-Bond 1.79 17.69 0.060 -1.216 -0.678
6 PtMeGua (=0) -0.720 R32 SC N (H) 0.438 H-Bond 2.49 1.33 0.009 -1.158 -0.466
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Trp-MeGau was set to 0.0.
Conclusions
Concentrating on the Trp-Gua interaction of the NCp7-DNA adduct represents a 
selective and novel approach to NCp7 inhibitor design. The correlation of the LUMO 
energy, from the modified nucleobases in our small model study, with both the Ktt values 
as well as the DFT rc-stacking energy shows that there is promise in using frontier orbital 
energies of the individual monomers to predict n-stacking interactions with methylated 
and metalated nucleobases with Melnd. The results from our study showing that 
metalated MeGua had a stronger n-stacking interaction with Melnd than either MeGua 
or Me2Gua reinforces the idea that metalation is analogous to methylation, and that the 
n-stacking interactions are enhanced from the lowering of the LUMO energy o f the 
positively charged metalated nucleobase. The strong correlation between the n-stacking 
energy and the amount of charge transfer bolsters the idea that the increased interaction 
between the modified MeGua and Melnd is the result of greater charge transfer. For the 
larger models the idea that the increased charge on the modified MeGua would be 
distributed over the entire molecule and lead to stronger H-bonding interactions was not 
verified by our results. The largest increase in H-bonding interactions appeared to be from
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the hydrogens in the NH3 ligands interacting with the sulfur from Met46. Although rt- 
stacking interactions are considered the main mode of the MeGua binding in binding site 
in NCp7, the importance of other interactions was demonstrated by the study with the 
larger models. For example, structure B had the strongest Tt-stacking interaction to the 
truncated NCp7, compared to structures A, C and D. A small model of MeGua with added 
Pt(NH3)3 in the orientation of Structure B, was optimized and found to be more stable 
that structure A with Pt(NH3)3, which demonstrates that structure B has stronger Tt- 
stacking interactions than A. This suggested that platinated B in the NCp7 binding site in 
the large model would be more tightly bound than platinated A. When the relative energy 
was calculated for (NH3)3PtMeGua-structure B in the large model, it surprisingly had the 
weakest interaction, due to the unfavorable electrostatics from the nearby Q45. Thus, 
unfavorable interactions can occur when molecules involved in molecular recognition 
events are modified artificially. The overall results from this study show that using the 
LUMO energy of modified nucleobases can give a good first estimate of the n-stacking 
strength to Trp. This idea can be expanded to include other nucleobases with aromatic 
amino acid for applications to other Tt-stacking molecular recognition events.
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CHAPTER 4
ORBITAL-BASED INSIGHTS INTO PARALLEL-DISPLACED AND TWISTED CONFORMATION
IN n-n INTERACTIONS
Introduction
n-stacking interactions stabilize protein and DNA structures,183'186influence 
molecular recognition,185 direct the self-assembly of crystals and host-guest systems,187' 
188 and influence the design of organic electronics.189 The benzene190'194 and pyridine195 
dimers along with DNA base stacks196 197 are important examples of n -n  stacking 
interactions. Theoretical studies of the benzene dimer and its derivatives show that a 
parallel-displaced (PD) structure, commonly observed in crystal structures of aromatic 
compounds, is favored over the sandwich (S).190'194 There are conflicting explanations as 
to why the PD is lower in energy than the sandwich. Early discussions by Hunter and 
Sanders explained that o attractions between the positive o framework and the negative 
n electron density outweigh the n -n  repulsions when the monomers are offset.198 More 
recently, dispersion has been argued as the major contributor to n -n  interactions,190-192 
but it is not clear why the S structure, believed to maximize dispersion, is not the most 
stable conformer.193 Alternatively, the quadrupole-quadrupole interaction is expected to 
be the most attractive in the PD structure,199 but aromatics with negligible quadrupole 
moments, such as 1,3,5-trifluorobenzene, also form PD stacks.200 For n-stacked DNA 
bases, the dependence on the twist angle as well as parallel displacement,201 is believed 
to arise from electrostatics and the dipole-dipole attraction.201'202
Lutz, P. B.; Bayse, C. A., Orbital-based insights into parallel-displaced and twisted 
conformations in n-n interactions. Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys. 2013,15  (23), 9397-9406.- 
Reproduced by permission of the PCCP Owner Societies.Despite being invoked in 
donor-acceptor n -n  interactions,177' 189,203'207 orbital interactions are discussed 
abstractly, through energy decompositions26 or as perturbations of the n cloud195 and
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have been largely discounted as an explanation of n-stacking and other noncovalent 
interactions.199,208
As a result, an in-depth molecular orbital (MO) analysis of n-stacking interactions has yet 
to be explored. In this chapter, we use density-functional theory (DFT) calculations to 
suggest that the preference for PD and TW structures in the dimers of benzene (BZ2), 
pyridine (Pyr2), cytosine (Cyt2) and several polyaromatic hydrocarbons (PAH) can be 
traced to shifts in the character of combinations of the monomer MOs.
Bz 2<S) Bz2 (PD)
Theoretical methods
The vertical and slip distances for the BZ2, Pyr2 and Cyt2 dimers were optimized 
using Zhao and Turhlar's M06-2X209, SVWN57,21°, and B97-D166 xc functionals and the aug- 
cc-pVTZ68 basis set within the Gaussian 09 software package.97 Dimers of naphthalene, 
anthracene and tetracene were optimized using Dimers of naphthalene, anthracene and 
tetracene were optimized using M06-2X functional and Dunning's split-valence triple-^ 
basis set augmented with polarization functions (TZVP).69 Within the dimers, monomer 
geometries were fixed at optimized structures determined at the same level of theory as 
the dimers and constrained to be planar and parallel. Two-electron integrals were 
calculated numerically using a grid of 99 radial shells with 590 angular points per shell (an 
'ultrafine' grid in Gaussian 09). Use of the coarser 'fine' (default) Gaussian 09 grid does 
not significantly change the qualitative results of the study. Contributions to the 
intermolecular interaction energies were calculated as a function of the horizontal slip 
distance (RSiiP) using density-fitting DFT-based symmetry-adapted perturbation theory 
(DF-DFT-SAPT),211-212 method which produces interaction energies comparable to high-
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level ab initio methods at lower computational cost.
E in t  =  E (1)p 0 | +  E (1 )exch +  E (2 ) ind +  E (2 )disp +  E (2) ind-exch +  E (2)exch-d isp + 6(HF) (43)
In DF-DFT-SAPT, the intermolecular interaction (Eint, eqn (43)) between monomers is 
decomposed into first, second, and higher order corrections (6(HF)). The first-order 
contributions include electrostatics ( E (1) p0i )  and exchange-repulsion ( E (1)exc h ) .  The second- 
order contributions are composed of induction ( E (2)jnd ) ,  which includes charge transfer, 
induction exchange ( E (2)in d -e x c h ), dispersion ( E <2)d iSp) ,  and dispersion exchange ( E (2)ex c h -d is p ).  
DF-DFT-SAPT211 calculations were performed on the DFT(M06-2X) optimized structures 
using MOLPRO212 and aug-cc-pVTZ-quality basis sets for the atomic orbitals and the 
auxiliary JK and MP2 fitting basis sets. Monomer densities were calculated using the 
asymptotic corrected PBEO functional at the aug-cc-pVTZ level. Orbital analyses and 
Wiberg bond orders were generated at the DFT(M06-2X)/aug-cc-pVTZ or DFT(M06- 
2X)/TZVP (PAH dimers only) level.
Results and discussion
Prior to presenting an orbital analysis of rt-stacked systems, we review the 
contributions to the stacking interaction using a highly-accurate DF-DFT-SAPT method. 
Contributions to the interaction energy E in t (Fig. 25) were determined for a series of BZ2 
structures in which the inter-ring distance ( R v e r t )  was optimized with R SiiP constrained at 
0-4 A using the M06-2X exchange-correlation (xc) functional and Dunning's augmented 
correlation-consistent triple-^ basis set (aug-cc-pVTZ). This combination of xc functional 
and basis set has been found to correlate well to high-level complete basis set coupled- 
cluster calculations of a test set of noncovalent dimers.213 The DFT(M06-2X)/aug-cc-pVTZ 
minimum energy PD structure (AE = -2.6 kcal mol"1, R snp = 1.70 A; R vert  = 3.39 A) is 
consistent with results calculated using the SVWN and B97-D functionals (Fig. 25a) as well 
as experimental values (-1.6214 and -2.4215 kcal mol"1) and previous high-level theoretical 
results.190191,216 Because R v e r t  is optimized at each R SiiP value, the distance between the 
rings decreases by 0.37 A as they slide away from the optimized S structure ( R v e r t  = 3.76 
A; see Fig. 25b), a feature not observed in most other theoretical accounts in which R v e rt
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is frozen. Allowing R v e rt to optimize provides a different perspective on the contributions 
to the energy in eqn (43). In contrast to previous studies which find the extrema of the 
energy components at S when R vert  is constrained to 3.3 A,217 the attractive E (1)p0i,  E (2)d iSp , 
and E (2 ) ind and repulsive E (1)exch , E (2)eXch-disp and E (2)ind-exch contributions are minimized and 
maximized, respectively, at the optimal PD structure (Fig. 25c). Although the overall Eint is 
a smooth function of R SiiP, the individual contributions are influenced by R v e r t;  the 
shoulders between 1.0-1.5 A in Fig. 25c may be attributed to variations in R vert  due to 
effects of the C2' and C3 atoms slipping over one another. The trend in the DF-DFT-SAPT 
E in t  relative to R v e r t  (Fig. 25d) shows that the increase in the interaction energy from the S 
to the PD structure is accompanied by a sharp decrease in R v e r t .  Further decrease in R v e rt  
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Figure 25. Correlation plots for BZ2 and Pyr2 .(a) Potential energy curves for BZ2 and Pyr2 
calculated with various xc functionals and DF-DFT-SAPT (BZ2 only) as a function of Rsirp in 
(A), (b) Plot of RVert as a function of RsnP in A for BZ2 and Pyr2 . (c) Contributions to the BZ2 
interaction energy as calculated by DF-DFT-SAPT as a function of RSiiP. (d) DF-DFT-SAPT 
Eint values plotted as a function of Rvert.
The maximization of the contributions to Emt at the PD Rshp value is important in 
terms of the conventional wisdom that dispersion is greatest at the S structure due to the 
maximal, face-to-face overlap of the n  clouds. However, this expectation is likely to be
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true only on a potential energy curve where the inter-ring distance is fixed. When the S 
structure is fixed at the PD Rvert value (3.4 A), the dispersion is larger than either the PD 
or the optimal S structures (Table 8), but this attactive contribution (-11.53 kcal mol-1) is 
more than cancelled out by the repulsive E (1 |eXch term (12.60 kcal mol"1). In the optimized 
S structure, the dispersion is necessarily lower than that of the PD structure because the 
longer inter-ring distance (3.76 A) required to reduce the repulsive terms in eqn (43) 
results in a significant decrease in the overlap of the tx clouds. For this reason, we hesitate 
to single out the importance of the dispersion over other terms in eqn (43) as these terms 
are not necessarily independent and small changes potentially have a significant effect on 
the overall magnitude of Eint. For example, comparison of the S and PD results (Table 8 
shows that the increase in E (1 )eXch (+3.12 kcal mol"1) from S to PD more than cancels the 
decrease in E (2)d iSp (-2.36 kcal m ol'1). These differences, as well as most other 
contributions to E in t ,  are greater in magnitude than the actual difference in E im  between 
S and PD (-1 kcal mol-1). In other words, the dispersion is the largest attractive term at 
PD, but one cannot clearly trace the PD structure to any individual change in the energy 
contributions to eqn (43) and we can only conclude from the DF-DFT-SAPT calculations 
that the PD structure is preferred energetically, but not why this is true.
Table 8. Contributions to the DF-DFT-SAPT interaction energy Eint (kcal mol-1) for the S 
and PD structures of the benzene dimer0
DF-DFTSAPT S(Rvert=3.76 A) PD(Rvert=3.39 A S(Rvert=3.39 A)
E(1)pol - 0 . 2 6 - 2 . 0 5  ( - 1 . 7 9 ) - 2 . 9 5
p i1)
L  exch 4 . 2 7 7 . 3 9  ( + 3 . 1 2 ) 1 2 . 6
f (2)■- ind - 1 . 4 6 - 3 . 1 4  ( - 1 . 6 8 ) - 4 . 9
p(2)
u  ind-exch 1 .3 3 2 . 9 5  ( + 1 . 6 2 ) 4 . 7 7
p(2)
disp - 6 . 4 - 8 . 7 6  ( - 2 . 3 3 ) - 1 1 . 5 3
p(2)
L  disp-exch 0 . 8 4 1 . 4 0  ( + 0 . 6 4 ) 2 . 1 1
^ in t - 1 . 7 9 - 2 . 8 2 - 0 . 2 6
a Values in parentheses are relative to the optimal S structure (Rvert=3.76 A)
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O rbita l interactions in BZ2
Although the DF-DFT-SAPT calculations show that extrema in Eint and its 
components occur at the optimal PD structure, they do not provide a clear or intuitive 
explanation for why the PD structure is preferred. In our attempt to understand the 
preference for PD in BZ2, we noted curious features in the dimer molecular orbitals (MOs) 
and the Walsh diagram of the DFT(M06-2X)/aug-cc-pVTZ Kohn-Sham orbital energies 
constructed as a function of RSiiP (Fig. 26a). By invoking a Walsh diagram, we view the BZ2 
dimer as a single entity (rather than two interacting monomers) in order to trace the 
observed geometric perturbations to mixing of the dimer MOs. At the S structure, the re­
type Bz MOs (tia , tib, Ttc) combine to create three pairs of in-phase, or bonding (tia+, tib+, 
rtc+), and out-of-phase, or antibonding (tia", tib", tic"), dimer MOs. However, as Rsmp 
increases, tib+ and tib", well separated in the S structure, increase and decrease in energy, 
respectively, and cross at roughly the optimal PD structure (RsnP = 1.70 A). The character 
of these MOs changes significantly as RsuP is increased (Fig. 26b): (a) for tib", the out-of­
phase antibonding combination of the monomer MOs convert to an in-phase bonding 
interaction; (b) the initially in-phase lobes of monomer MOs in tib+ MO slide over the 
opposite ring's nodes to become antibonding at long Rsnp. At the PD structure, both of 
these MOs have net bonding character (Fig. 26b). Other Bz2 MOs, including the tic+ and 
tic" Tt-type MOs, the bonding and antibonding MOs (tia+ and tia") formed from the 
monomer tia MO, as well as the a framework, do not change significantly as RsnP is altered. 
The pattern and appearance of the Walsh diagram and the Bz2 MOs is consistent over a 
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Figure 26. Walsh diagram and orbital representation of Bz2 slip, (a) Walsh diagram of 
the top four molecular orbital energies of Bz2 plotted as a function of RsnP. (b) 
Representations of the six n-type dimer MOs (C2h symmetry) of BZ2 as a function of R SiiP . 
The isosurface value is 0.010.
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The location of the minimum near the crossing point of tib+ and tib" is reminiscent 
of the Walsh rule which states that a molecule will assume a geometry that best 
stabilizes the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) or the next highest MO if there 
is no significant change in the HOMO.218 The crossing point represents the lowest energy 
of HOMO-1 MOs; tib" before and riB+ after the minimum. Given that these MOs have net 
bonding character at the point where AE is minimized, the preference for the PD 
structure can be rationalized qualitatively through a stack bond order (SBO) which we 
introduce as the sum of the bonding and antibonding n-type MOs in direct analogy to 
the bond order in covalent MO theory. Our SBO is intended to count the occupation of 
bonding/antibonding MOs and not to assign a quantitative value to the bonding. When 
R siip  is zero (S), there are an equal number of occupied bonding and antibonding n-type 
MOs resulting in an SBO of zero for a net repulsive interaction that forces the rings 
beyond the sum of the van der Waals radii. The conversion of tib" to bonding at the PD 
structure, combined with no overall change in the bonding character of the other MOs, 
increases the SBO to two for a net attractive interaction. This prediction of an attractive 
interaction is consistent with the shorter PD Rvert value relative to S. In terms of the DF- 
DFT-SAPT data, we could interpret this increase in inter-ring bonding character as 
leading to an enhancement of the dispersion, polarization and other attractive 
contributions to Eint while the shortened inter-ring distance leads to maxima in the 
repulsive contributions.
This MO analysis suggests that orbital interactions exert an underlying influence 
on the parallel-displacement of rt-stacked rings. However, the role of orbital interactions 
in n-stacking interactions is often discounted because the overlap is small.208 
Considering that non-covalent interactions are weaker than covalent bonds by one to 
two orders of magnitude, it is not surprising that the overlap would be small. Other than 
the weakness of the interaction, there is no reason to assume that the MOs of these 
systems could not mix in a similar fashion as the MOs that make up covalent bonds. 
Indeed, the Walsh diagram retains many of the features that would be expected for the
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geometry-dependence of a covalent bond. To quantify the ti-tx interaction in terms of 
orbital contributions, intermolecular Wiberg bond indices ( W B I a b ) , 105 calculated as the 
sum of the squares of the inter-ring contributions to the M06-2x/aug-cc-pVTZ density 
( P i j ,  eqn (44)), were determined as a function of R SiiP (Fig. 27a).
(44)
W BIt,„  =  I  WB1ab (45)
Because Pij is derived from the atomic orbital coefficients of the Kohn-Sham MOs, 
the W B I a b  values are a direct measure of MO interactions between the monomer rings. 
The individual atom-atom W B I a b  values are small, roughly two-to-three orders of 
magnitude less than a covalent bond, as would be expected for a weak intermolecular 
interaction that is a fraction of typical covalent bond dissociation energies. As shown in 
Fig. 27a, the total inter-ring W B I  ( W B I t o t ,  eqn (45)) is maximized at the optimal R siiP 
distance with the largest contribution coming from the C3-C2' terms due to the increase 
in net bonding character in the jib~ MO. These results are consistent with inter-ring 
critical points found in Bader analysis of PD BZ2219 and surfaces of enhanced density in 
the inter-ring region identified by reduced gradient analysis.220 We note that the 
maximum in W B I t o t  is highly sensitive to the inter-ring distance, basis set, xc functional 
and the size of the numerical integration grid. The M06-2X xc functional with a minimum 
triple-^ quality basis set with diffuse and multiple high-angular momentum polarization 
functions (e.g., aug-cc-pVTZ or TZV2P++) that properly represents the inter-ring region 
are required to find the maximum W B I to t  at the PD structure. More limited basis sets 
(e.g., TZVP, 6311+g*) as well as DFT functionals that do not adequately describe the 
dispersion221 (SVWN) skew the maximum in the W B I t o t  away from the minimum energy 
structure and should not be used for WBI analysis.
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Figure 27. WBI correlations for Bz2 . (a) Total inter-ring WBI plotted as a function of Rsiip  
for Bz2. (b) DF-DFT-SAPT Eint for Bz2 plotted as a function of the total inter-ring WBI.
The strong correlation between the total WBI and E in t  ( R 2 = 0.94, Fig. 27b) 
reinforces the case for orbital interactions contributing to the preference for a PD 
structure in Bz2. Generally, these plots have a different slope before and after the PD 
minimum which is consistent with the change in the dimer MO with the greatest 
bonding character (tib+ before PD, tib" after PD). The correlation shown in these plots are 
consistent with the dependence of each of the SAPT terms on charge overlap effects, or 
the interaction of the monomer charge densities.222 As shown in the dimer MO 
representations, the PD structure occurs in the region where the monomers are aligned 
for a net bonding interaction (SBO > zero) between certain monomer MOs. We 
speculate that the arrangement of the monomers in this fashion contributes to more 
favorable overlap of the monomer charge density, or maximizes inter-penetration of 
the rt clouds, in the SAPT calculation resulting in the extrema shown in 25c.
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Pyr2 (S) Pyr2 (TW) pyr2 (TW-PD)
O rbita l interactions in Pyr2
A similar analysis of the lowest energy Pyr2 conformation found by Sherrill,13 was 
performed to determine if the trends in the orbital analysis could be found in other n- 
stacked systems. The monomers were arranged with opposing dipoles and allowed to 
slide over the bond perpendicular to the dipole axis (TW) which is 1.3 kcal mol"1 more 
stable than the S conformation (CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ).195 The optimized DFT(M06- 
2X)/aug-cc-pVTZ TW-PD dimer ( R v e r t  = 3.3 A; R snP = 1.50 A) and its binding energy (AE = 
-3.9 kcal m ol'1) are consistent with Sherrill's results (SCS-MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ: AE = -3.8 
kcal mol"1; R v e rt = 3.4 A; R snP = 1.6 A).195 The trend in MO character and the Walsh 
diagram of the highest energy MOs as a function of R SiiP each produce a similar pattern 
to B z 2 (compare Fig. 25 and 27). The TW as well as the S structures (not shown) have 
equal numbers of occupied bonding and antibonding n-type MO (SBO = zero). The two 
highest n-type MOs (nF+ and nF"), constructed from linear combinations of the nF 
monomer MO and corresponding to the nB+ and nB" MOs of Bz2, increase and decrease 
their bonding and antibonding character, respectively, to cross near the optimal R snP . 
Deviations from purely n-type character for these MOs is due to mixing with the Pyr 
lone pair (Ip) MOs of the same irreducible representation. The ne+ and ns" MOs lie below 
these MOs and maintain their antibonding and bonding character, respectively, over the 
range of R SisP . The no+ and no" MOs constructed from the Pyr MO analogous to tla of Bz 
are lower in energy and do not change character over the range of R snP .
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Figure 28. Walsh diagram and orbital representations for Pyr2 . (a) Walsh diagram of 
top six dimer MO energies of Pyr2 plotted as a function of R SiiP . Note the avoided 
crossings of k f+ and Ip' at 1.4 A and lp+ and t if ' at 2.2 A. (b) Representations of the top 
four n-type dimer MOs of Pyr2 as a function of Rshp. The isosurface value is 0.010.
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The minimum TW-PD structure is found in the region where t i f '  has been 
converted to a bonding interaction and all other MOs maintain their character for a 
qualitative SBO of two. Unlike BZ2, the minimum energy structure does not occur at the 
crossing point of the critical MOs suggesting that the relative MO energies themselves are 
not as important as the bonding/antibonding characters of these MOs. The inter-ring 
W B I t o t  is maximized at the optimal TW-PD structure (Fig. 29), suggesting again that the 
shift in the character of n -n  orbital interactions to a SBO greater than zero is crucial to 
the n-stacking interaction. The largest contributions to W B I t o t  are for the atoms making 
up the overlapping N=C-C=C fragments of the rings, consistent with the largest 
contributions to the stacking energy calculated by Hirshfeld partitioning of the MP2 














Figure 29. Total inter-ring W B I  plotted as a function of R siip  for Pyr2.
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Orbital interactions in Cyt2
Stacked dimers of purine and pyrimidine rings tend to be twisted as well as 
parallel-displaced with respect to their center of mass. Theoretical models201 typically find 
the n-stacked Cyt2 dimer twisted by 180° relative to S. The DFT(M06-2X)/aug-cc-pVTZ 
optimized structure of S Cyt2 is unbound by 2.4 kcal mol-1 with the monomers separated 
by 4.5 A, a large separation partially attributed to electrostatic repulsions within the 
dimer. In S Cyt2, the n-type MOs of Cyt combine into five filled pairs of bonding and 
antibonding dimer MOs (SBO = zero) further contributing to the repulsive interaction. 
Inspection of these MOs shows that there is little inter-ring mixing of the in-phase 
monomer combinations due to the large R v e r t .  Twisting the rings by 180° (TW) around the 
center-of-mass reduces the electrostatic repulsions20 and realigns the monomer MOs 
such that tig" (HOMO, Fig. 30) is converted from antibonding to bonding character at TW 
with no net change in the SBO of the remaining n-type MOs .The more favorable 
electrostatics and this change in the number of bonding MOs (six bonding, four 
antibonding; SBO = two) leads to a significant decrease in R v e rt (3.2 A) and increase in the 
energy of dimer formation (AE = -9.2 kcal mol"1). This inter-ring distance and interaction 
energy is consistent with previous computational studies.201,224"226 Allowing the rings to 
slip (TW-PD) further increases the in-phase bonding interaction in t ig ' and converts tih" to 
bonding (seven bonding, three antibonding; SBO = four; Fig. 30 to strengthen n-stacking 
(AE = -10.0 kcal mol-1) and draw the rings closer together ( R SiiP = 0.6 A; R v e rt = 3.15 A). This 
MO is reminiscent of the HOMO of the guanine dimer proposed to contribute to the band 
structure of DNA molecular wires.227 A Walsh diagram (Fig. 31a) shows that the TW-PD 
structure occurs near the crossing point of these MOs and the inter-ring WBItot is 
maximized at the optimal R SiiP (Fig. 31b) relative to S, the intermolecular density increases
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by 4 0 0 %  upon rotating the rings by ( 1 8 0 °  and 6 0 0 %  at the optimal R SiiP as measured by 
the W B I t o t -  These increases are greater than for BZ2 and Pyr2 partially due to the greater 
repulsive electrostatic contribution at the Cyt2 S structure, yet confirm a picture of n- 
stacking as the enhancement of the net bonding character of the stack MOs.
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Figure 31. (a) Walsh diagram and Total inter-ring WBI for Cyt2 . Walsh diagram of the top 
two MO energies of Cyt2 as a function, (b) Total inter-ring WBI as a function of RsnP for 
Cyt2.
O rbita l interactions in PAH dimers
The larger rc-stacked systems of naphthalene, anthracene and tetracene dimers 
(1, 2 and 3, resp.) also show similar patterns of orbital interaction (Fig. 32) and have S and 
PD structures and energies (DFT(M06-2X)/TZVP) that are in good agreement with 
previous studies (Table g).208-228'232 The PD structures are allowed to slip in both the x and 
y directions relative to Rvert (z) and tend to orient themselves such that half of the tertiary 
carbon atoms lie in the center of the other ring (i.e., graphite-like, Fig. 33). As expected, 
the MOs of the S dimers have the same pattern of zero SBO, whereas the PD structures 
convert most of the S antibonding MOs to MOs with some inter-ring overlap (e.g., t u - b ' ,  
Tti-c", ni-D~, and tci-e" for naphthalene, see Fig. 32) for a non-zero SBO. As the number of 
fused rings in the PAHs increases, the number of dimer MOs with bonding character also 
increases. These MOs have varying degrees of bonding character (and some may be 
better classified as nonbonding (e.g., n i - E~, K 2- g " ,  t t 3 -i“ ), but the dimer MO constructed 
from the monomer MO with the most nodes coplanar with the short axis of the molecule 
appears to gain the most bonding character upon PD (e.g., t i i - d " ,  t t 3- h “ ). The in-phase 
and out-of-phase combinations of these monomer MOs also become similar in energy 
(not shown). Although the bonding character in other dimer out-of-phase-type MOs is 
counterbalanced by a reduction in the bonding character of the in-phase-type MOs
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(compare for example the t i2-e+ MOs) upon parallel displacement, the overall 
enhancement of the inter-ring density (as reflected in WBItot) allows these rings to come 
closer together and become more tightly bonded (Fig. 32c-d). In contrast, only allowing 
the rings to slip in the x direction as shown for the anthracene dimer 2 leads to a 
conformation (2-PDx) more stable than 2-S, but 2 kcal mol"1 higher in energy than the PD 
structure. Note that the 2-PDx MOs with a node coplanar with the long axis of the 
monomer do not form bonding interactions, but the MOs with nodes coplanar with the 
short axis do (i.e., t i2-d" and H2-e~ in Fig. 34). These limitations in the inter-ring MO overlap 
lower the SBO relative to 2-PD and can explain the higher energy of the PDX dimer. Finally, 
if the increase in size of the monomer n-systems leads to an increase in the number of 
bonding dimer MOs at the PD structures, there should also be a strong correlation 
between WBItot, the AE and the size of the n-system. This correlation is shown in Fig. 32b- 
d and includes Bz2 calculated at the same level of theory. This result further demonstrates 
the importance of orbital interactions to n-stacking.
Table 9. DFT(M06-2X)/TZVP interaction energies (AE, kcal mol"1) and structural 
parameters (A) for the S and PD conformations of the dimers 1, 2 and 3.
AE
S
^ v e r t
AE
PD
Invert Rsiip X Rsiip Y
Bz2 -0.44 3.75 -2.24 3.37 1.73 —
1 -1.70 3.71 -5.51 3.33 1.33 1.09
2 -3.18 3.70 -9.03 3.30 1.26 1.21
-7.15a 3.30 1.37 0.00
3 -4.41 3.68 -12.37 3.30 1.28 1.13
a For 2 slipped along the x axis only (2-PD.),
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Figure 32. Orbital representations and correlation plots for PAH. (a) MOs for PAH dimers 
at the S and PD conformations (isosurface = 0.01). The DFT(M06-2X) energies of formation 
(AE) of the PD n-stack correlate well to the number of rings (b). The total inter-ring WBIs 
also correlate to the number of rings (c) and AE (d).
1-PD 2-PO 3-PD
Figure 33. Structures of the PD conformations of the naphthalene (1), anthracene (2) and 
tetracene (3) dimers.
Figure 34. Views of selected MOs for 2-PDx showing a node in the xz plane. Allowing the 
rings to rings to slip in the y direction allows greater mixing of the n lobes (compare the 
analogous 2-PD MOs in Fig. 8).
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Conclusions
Although high-level methods such as DF-DFT-SAPT are effective in accurately 
describing the dispersion and other contributions to the n -rt interaction energy, these 
methods have not yet provided a clear explanation for the geometric distortions from the 
S structure common to n-stacked systems. The traditional methods of MO analysis 
employed in this study suggest that PD and TW conformations originate from a shift in 
the inter-ring bonding character resulting from the parallel-displacement and/or twisting 
of the rings. In analogy to qualitative MO theory, S conformations have an equal number 
of bonding and antibonding rt-type MOs occupied leading to zero net stack bond order 
(SBO). Allowing the rings to slip and/or twist can convert one or more of the antibonding 
MOs to bonding, or possibly nonbonding, resulting in an nonzero SBO for the stack, which 
maximizes the inter-ring density and allows a closer contact between the rings. The net 
bonding inter-ring character also leads to increased penetration of the rc densities. A zero 
SBO is predicted generally for all fully S structures of n-stacked homodimers. Therefore, 
we should never expect to observe a fully S homodimer of an aromatic compound (in 
analogy to the lack of a bond in He2), and these n-stacks should always be found in some 
distortion from the S structure (PD, TW, or a non-stacked conformation) that increases 
the SBO. Further, our analysis of n -n  interactions using orbital-based methods such as 
the SBO and the Walsh rule represents a change in perspective on these systems. Rather 
than viewing a n-stacked system as two interacting species, we consider the dimer as a 
single system for which the preferred geometry can be traced to the manner in which the 
MOs of the system mix.
Many discussions, including those in textbooks, assume that the inter-ring overlap 
is greatest at S, but these, often qualitative, discussions do not take into consideration 
the repulsions between filled antibonding MOs which force the rings apart, necessarily 
reducing the interaction of the monomer MOs. As a result and contrary to much 
conventional wisdom, the dispersion and other contributions to the interaction energy 
are maximized at the PD structure, where the greatest inter-ring density is found. More
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importantly, the change in SBO due to  parallel displacement and/or twisting is a general 
phenomenon independent of method, functional or basis set and is observable even using 
methods that do not adequately reproduce the dispersion component of the energy.
Discussions of n-stacking would benefit from a qualitative analysis of the overlap 
of the monomer densities, specifically the orbital interactions between individual ti 
systems, in addition to highly accurate quantitative calculations of the interaction 
energies. Such analysis would provide a more intuitive picture of the interaction as well 
as how it could be enhanced and how it could compete with other noncovalent 
interactions. Further, as the trends in SBO, except the WBIs, are observed even with 
inaccurate functionals and limited basis sets, qualitative orbital analysis is a potential tool 
to aid intuitive design in crystal engineering, molecular recognition and drug design, 
molecular wires and other emerging fields where Tx-stacking interactions are important, 
but highly accurate methods are cost-prohibitive.
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CHAPTER 5
USING STACKED BOND ORDER TO UNDERSTAND rt-STACKING PREFERENCES 
Introduction
Non-covalent rt-rt interactions stabilize DNA helices,233-234 protein tertiary 
structures,235 engineered organic crystals,235 organic electronics,237 biological recognition 
motifs,238 and rational drug design,185 and is important for researchers in diverse fields. 
X-ray crystallography shows that many aromatic molecules form a parallel displaced (PD) 
stacks,179 with planes separated by distances of 3.3-3.6 A.239 Sandwiched (S) structures, 
where the rings are eclipsed over each other, are rare.179 The two prominent explanations 
for the preferential PD geometry of n-stacked dimers are both electronic in nature. In the 
first explanation, Hunter and Sanders state that the PD geometry reduces n-n repulsion 
and increases the attraction between the positively charged a framework and the n- 
electron cloud.198 The second explanation is that PD n-stacked benzene dimers are more 
stable than S because of more favorable quadrupole-quadrupole interactions.199-240 The 
quadrupole-quadrupole explanation has recently been discarded in light of accurate 
calculations that show that quadrupole-quadrupole interaction in PD benzene to be 
slightly repulsive.235- 241 For the benzene-hexafluorobenzene n-stacked dimer, the 
opposite signs of the quadrupole moments of the monomers are attractive at the S 
structure but become repulsive in the preferred PD structure.235 In our previous study of 
small stacked dimers (Chapter 4), we showed that orbital interactions could explain why 
PD and twisted geometries (TW) are preferred over the S structure.242 The stacked bond 
order (SBO) was introduced, which is the difference between the number of occupied in- 
phase, or bonding, and the out-of-phase, or antibonding, inter-ring character n-type 
molecular orbitals (MOs). SBO is analogous to qualitative MO theory that states when two 
closed shell molecules interact, the bonding and antibonding MOs cancel to give a bond 
order of zero and a repulsive interaction.242 243 When identical aromatic rings are in the S 
conformation they form an equal number of bonding and antibonding rt-type MOs, 
leading to a SBO of zero, which causes the rings to separate and not interact. When the 
rings are displaced or twisted, one or more of the n-type MOs convert from antibonding
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to nonbonding or bonding inter-ring character, leading to a non-zero SBO and a favorable 
interaction.242
Our goal for this Chapter is to explore the use of qualitative SBO to understand 
the geometrical preference for TW and PD conformations in 7i-stacked dimers. We will 
study the following simple systems: dimers of benzene (BZ2), pyridine (Pyr2), pyrimidine 
(PY2), 1,3,5-trifluorobenzene ((FaBzh), hexafluorobenzene ((F6 Bz)2) and heterodimer 
benzene-hexafluorobenzene (Bz-FeBz), to derive general principles that can be used to 
rationalize the preferred geometries of a broad range of n-stacking interactions.
Theoretical methods
The inter-monomer distance (Rvert ) and the PD distance (RSiiP) were optimized 
using DFT and the meta-generalized gradient approximation functional M06-2X209 of Zhao 
and Truhlar with the aug-cc-pVTZ68 basis set, or the SVWN57' 210 functional with Dunning's 
split-valence triple-^ basis set augmented with polarization functions (TZVP)101 using the 
Gaussian 09 software package.97 The Gaussian 09 ultrafine grid was used in all 
calculations. The M06-2X functional with the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set was tested against 
CCSD(T) benchmarks for noncovalent interactions and was found to provide accurate 
results for the test cases with differences of a few tenths of a kcal/mol.244 M06-2X 
implicitly models the effects of medium range dispersion interactions without the 
addition of empirical dispersion terms.244
Within the dimers, the monomer geometries were fixed at optimized geometries 
at the same level of theory as the dimers, and were constrained to be planar and parallel 
to each other. A Walsh diagram was constructed from the DFT(M06-2X)/aug-cc-pVTZ 
Kohn-Sham orbital energies as a function of RSiiP for each of the dimers. A Ldwdin bond 
order245 (LBO) analysis on the SVWN/TZVP structures within the PQS software package245 
was used to quantify the interactions between monomers. The bond order Bki in the 
Lowdin analysis is given by equation 46, where S, P, k and I are the overlap matrix, density 
matrix and fragments respectively.247
Bk, = Z r k Z j S 1' 2PS1' 2) rllsl (46)
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T L B O = l B u (47)
The LBO first transforms the atomic orbital (AO) basis functions into an orthonormal set, 
then sums all the diagonal terms associated with the atom centered AOs.46,248 The total 
Lowdin bond order (TLBO) is the sum extended over all atom-atom pair wise interactions 
above the threshold of 0.002 (equation 47). LBOs have been used to quantify the bonding 
interaction between molecules in covalently bound atoms and weak non-covalent 
interactions, included n-stacking interactions.249'251
Results and Discussion
Benzene d im er
The three most studied configurations of the benzene (BZ2) n-stacked dimer are S 
(Bz2-S) and PD across the vertex (BZ2V-PD) or the bond (BZ2B-PD). The energy difference 
between the PD structures is small, and the interconversion between them should be 
easy. Nevertheless studying these geometries and how the tt-ti orbital interactions 
change along the potential energy surfaces is important for understanding n-stacking.244 
Lee finds the BZ2V-PD conformation to be lower in energy than BZ2B-PD, 194 but Sherrill 
finds them to be isoenergetic.244 We found BZ2V-PD to be slightly lower in energy than 
BZ2B-PD with both the M06-2X and the SVWN DFT functionals consistent with Lee's 
study194,244 (Fig. 35a and Table 10).
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Figure 35. Potential energy curve, plot of inter-ring distance, and Walsh diagrm for BZ2 . 
(a) Potential energy curve for BZ2B and BZ2V calculated with M06-2X/aug-cc-pVTZ and 
SVWN/TZVP as a function of parallel displacement (Rshp in A), (b) Plot of inter-ring distance 
R v e r t  as a function of R SiiP in A for both BZ2B and BZ2V. (c) Walsh diagram of the top four 
M06-2X/aug-cc-pVTZ molecular orbital energies of BZ2B and BZ2V as a function of R SiiP . (d) 
The Walsh diagram of the top four SVWN/TZVP molecular orbital energies of BZ2 B as a 
function of R SiiP .
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Table 10. Interaction energies (kcal/mol) and structural parameters (A) for BZ2B and BZ2V. 
a244 b194 c242
Dimer AE(kcal/mol) Method Basis set RVert(A) RSiiP(A) SBO Symmetry
Bz2Ba -2.69 CCSD(T) CBS(extrapolated) 3.50 1.70
Bz2Va -2.69 CCSD(T) CBS(extrapolated) 3.50 1.70
Bz2Bb -2.10 CCSD(T) aug-cc-pVTZ
Bz2Vb -2.33 CCSD(T) aug-cc-pVTZ 3.5(fixed) 1.80
Bz2-S -0.91 M06-2X aug-cc-pVTZ 3.76 0.00 0 C211
Bz2B -2.57 M06-2X aug-cc-pVTZ 3.39 1.63 2 2̂h
Bz2Vc -2.61 M06-2X aug-cc-pVTZ 3.39 1.70 2 2̂h
Bz2S -1.53 SVWN TZVP 3.70 0.00 0
Bz2B -3.40 SVWN TZVP 3.26 1.70 2 2̂h
Bz2V -3.43 SVWN TZVP 3.25 1.76 2 C2h
a. Reference 244, b. reference 194, c. reference 242.
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In Chapter 4, we studied the dimer MO interactions in BZ2V-PD along the R SiiP 
potential energy curve.242 At the BZ2-S geometry, the n-type Bz MOs (tia, tib, rtc) combine 
to form an equal number of bonding (tia+, tib+, nc+) and antibonding (tia', rtB', rtc') dimer 
MOs, giving a SBO of zero, and an unfavorable interaction. We saw that tib', the 
antibonding combination of tib from each of the monomers, changed to bonding 
character at the optimal R SiiP distance of 1.7 A, giving an SBO of 2 and an attractive 
interaction.242 Bz's MO hb has a node that is perpendicular to the direction of the slip, and 
upon sliding, the same sign lobes overlap (Fig. 36). In the BZ2B-PD structure, it is monomer 
MO Ttc, which has a node perpendicular to the line of slip. Dimer MO nc, the antibonding 
combination of Ttc from each monomer, changes from antibonding to bonding character 
as it slides from the S to the optimal R snp (1.6 A), giving a SBO of 2. The bonding dimer MO 
Tic+ changes to antibonding at R SiiP of 3.00 to offset the bonding character of nc, returning 
the stack to an SBO of zero. Therefore, the optimal R SiiP distance should have the largest 
combination of bonding character in the dimer MOs. The other combinations of monomer 
MO, ha and rtB, which have a node that is parallel to the line of slip, do not drastically 
change character from 0.00 to 3.00 A. R v e rt decreases as the monomers are slid past one 
another and the SBO increases (Fig 35b). The Pauli repulsion from the close contact of 
closed-shell MOs leads to large R vert  values for the S structure, but the conversion of nc 
to bonding lessens the repulsion and allows the monomer MOs to move closer together 
as they approach the optimal R snP distance. Past the optimal slip distance, R v e rt continues 
to decrease, but because the monomers interact with each other less and less.
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Figure 36. Representation of the six rc-type dimer MOs (M06-2X/aug-cc-pVTZ, C2h 
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Figure 37. TLBO plots for Bz2. (a) SVWN/TZVP Total Lowdin bond order for BZ2B-PD as a 
function of RSiiP. (b) SVWN/TZVP interaction energy for BZ2 B-PD as a function of the total 
Lowdin bond order.
The M06-2X/aug-cc-pVTZ Walsh diagrams for BZ2B-PD and BZ2V-PD show strong 
similarities (Fig. 35c). The dimer MOs, nc and Ttc+ (BZ2B-PD) and rts' and kb+(Bz2V-PD), are 
the MOs that change the most in energy as the monomers slip apart. Both nc' (BZ2B-PD) 
and tib' (BZ2V-PD) decrease in energy as the same sign nodes start to line up with each 
other, rtc+ (BZ2 B-PD) and tib+ (BZ2V-PD), increase in energy as the opposite sign nodes start 
to line up with each other. The energies of nc' and nc+ cross near the optimal slip distance 
(BZ2B-PD), as do nB" and nB+(Bz2V-PD). Dimer MOs, nB' and nB+(Bz2 B-PD) and nc' and nc+ 
(BZ2V-PD), do not change significantly in energy from S to the optimized RSiiP. Past the 
optimized slip they move towards each other in energy, as they will become degenerate 
when the monomers are no longer interacting. The SVWN/TZVP Walsh diagram (Fig. 35d) 
shows the same general trends as M06-2X. The BZ2B-PD SVWN TLBOs for each geometry 
optimization along the slip from 0.0 to 3.0 A is maximized near the optimal slip distance, 
suggesting that the optimal PD geometry is determined by the increase in inter-ring 
density (Pkl equation 46) (Fig. 37a). These results are consistent with the total Wiberg 
indices that were found to be maximized at the optimal BZ2V-PD geometry in Chapter 4.242 
The high correlation between the TLBO and AE for BZ2 B-PD provide evidence that orbital 
interactions are responsible for the preference for the PD geometry. The difference in
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slope before and after the optimal slip distance results from the differences in how the 
monomer MOs interact before and after the optimal R SiiP distance. From the S structure 
to the optimal R SiiP / the monomers have an increasing interaction, whereas past the 
optimal slip distance, the monomers are moving away from each other and interacting 
with each other less and less (Fig. 37b).
Pyridine dimer















Figure 38. Pyr2 geometries and orbital representation of Pyr. (a) Geometries for the 
pyridine dimer, (b) Schematic drawing of the molecular-orbital coefficients of pyridine 
including representation of the three n-type orbitals of pyridine (C2v symmetry). In the 
ball-and-stick representation of the framework. The isosurface value is 0.01.
A similar analysis to Bz2 was made for seven different geometries of Pyr2 (Fig 38), 
to determine if the concepts of the SBO can be used to understand the energy and
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preferred geometry of the Pyr2 structures. Pyr2 was examined because it and related 
systems are important compounds in biological systems,252 and its binding energy is 
higher than that of benzene.216,253 The interaction energies for various orientations of the 
dimer are in agreement with previous results reported by Sherrill et al.195 (Table 11, Fig. 
39a and 39b) in which Pyr2 B-TW-PD was the most stable, followed by Pyr2V-TW-PD(+), 
Pyr2V-TW-PD(-), and Pyr2V-TW-S. The non-twisted Pyr2-S had the least favorable 
geometry.195 A crystal structure analysis of pyridine stacking interactions in the 
Cambridge Structural Database (CSD) found 66 instances of parallel packing of pyridine 
dimers, with the most prevalent geometry (56 out of 66) of Pyr2-TW-PD with rvert values 
from 3.1 to 4.0 A.254
In Chapter 4, the orbital interactions in Pyr2B-TW-PD geometry were examined as 
the monomers, with opposing dipoles, were displaced across the bond. The dimer MO tif ‘ 
o f Pyr2B-TW, composed of two monomer rtp MOs with a node perpendicular to the line of 
the displacement changed from antibonding to bonding character as it moved from the S 
conformation to the optimal R SiiP geometry. The SBO of Pyr2 B-TW changed from 0 at the 
S geometry to 2 at PD, analogous to the MOs in BZ2 .242 MO j t f  has a node centered on N, 
with symmetrical lobes on either side.
Table 11. Interaction energies (kcal/mol) and structural parameters (A) for Pyr2 . a
Dimer AE Method Basis set Rvert Rslip SBC
Pyr2TW-S -2.1 M06-2X aug-cc-pVTZ 3.66 0.00 0
Pry2B-TW -3.86 M06-2X aug-cc-pVTZ 3.30 1.50 2
Pry2V-TW(+) -3.42 M06-2X aug-cc-pVTZ 3.27 1.54 2
Pry2V-TW(-) -2.51 M06-2X aug-cc-pVTZ 3.42 -1.69 2
Pyr2S -0.67 M06-2X aug-cc-pVTZ 3.73 0.00 0
Pyr2V -2.05 M06-2X aug-cc-pVTZ 3.34 1.70 0
Pry2B -1.79 M06-2X aug-cc-pVTZ 3.34 1.57 2
Pyr2TW-S -2.96 SVWN TZVP 3.54 0.00 0
Pry2B-TW -4.74 SVWN TZVP 3.17 1.51 2
Pry2V-TW(+) -4.57 SVWN TZVP 3.25 1.37 2
Pry2V-TW(-) -3.60 SVWN TZVP 3.17 -1.65 2
Pyr2s -1.27 SVWN TZVP 3.65 0.00 0
Pyr2V -3.04 SVWN TZVP 3.20 1.70 0
Pry2B -3.10 SVWN TZVP 3.22 1.64 2
Pyr2TW-Sa -2.88 SCS-MP1 aug-cc-pVTZ 3.70 0.00
Pyr2B-TWa -3.84 SCS-MP2 aug-cc-pVTZ 3.4(fixed) 1.60
Pry2V-TW(+)a -3.23 SCS-MP2 aug-cc-pVTZ 3.5(fixed) 1.60
Pry2V-TW(-)a -2.36 SCS-MP2 aug-cc-pVTZ 3.5(fixed) -1.40
Pyr2Sa -1.56 SCS-MP3 aug-cc-pVTZ 3.8 0.00
Pyr2Va -2.24 SCS-MP2 aug-cc-pVTZ 3.5(fixed) 1.60
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Figure 39. Potential energy curve and Walsh diagram for Pyr2 . (a) Potential energy curve 
for Pyr2 calculated with DFT functional M06-2X and SVWN as a function of parallel 
displacement (Rshp in A), (b) Plot of the M06-2X inter-ring distance (Rvert) as a function of 
R siip  in A for Pyr2 . (c) Walsh diagram of the four M06-2X Tt-type orbitals and two Pyr2 lone 
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Figure 40. Representations of the four n-type orbitals and two Pyr2 lone pairs. (C2h 
symmetry) of Pyr2V-TW as a function of RsnP. The isosurface value is 0.010.
The Pyr2V-TW geometry, where the monomers with opposing dipoles, are slid 
across the vertices, was examined in both the (+) and (-) direction (Fig. 38a), since these 
are not symmetric with respect to horizontal displacement. The monomer MO n E has a 
node perpendicular to the direction of the slip that will combine to make tie' and nE+. Note 
the asymmetry of the orbital distribution towards the all carbon lobe in the molecular 
orbital representation of tie (Fig. 38b). When Pyr2V-TW is slid in a direction that has the
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larger carbon only nodes of tie aligned, Pyr2V-TW-PD(+), should be more stable than Pyr2V- 
TW-PD(-) that has the smaller same sign nitrogen containing lobes overlapping. The 
orbital representations of Pyr2V-TW-PD along R SiiP (Fig. 40 )  show that the Pyr2V-TW-S 
structure has equal numbers of bonding and antibonding dimer MO and has a SBO of 
zero. As the top monomer is slid in the positive direction, tte' changes from antibonding 
to bonding character, as the two carbon only, more electron rich, nodes of the same sign 
slide over each other. When the top monomer is slid in the negative direction, Pyr2V-TW- 
PD(-), it is the electron poor nitrogen containing nodes that slide over each other. In the 
negative direction, the top node slides further to reach the optimal PD geometry. We 
suggest that the larger slip distance is required for the smaller lobes of the same sign to 
slide over each other and stabilize the dimer. Pyr2V-TW-PD(+) is more stable (0.91 
kcal/mol) than Pyr2V-TW-PD(-) due to the better overlap of the larger carbon-only nodes 
in txe'. In the Walsh diagram for Pyr2V-TW (Fig 39c), re ' and r e+, widely separated in S, 
decrease and increase in energy respectively and cross near the optimal Rshp for the (+) 
and past the optimal slip distance for the (-) slip direction. Dimer MOs Re'and re+cross at 
a lower orbital energy for the Pyr2V-TW-PD(+), demonstrating that the MOs are more 
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Figure 41. Orbital representations and Walsh diagrams for Pyr2V and Pry2B. (a) 
Representations of the top six dimer MOs of Pyr2V and Pyr2B at the sandwich and 
optimized parallel displaced geometry. The isosurface value is 0.010. (b) Walsh diagram 
for the top six dimer MO energies of Pyr2V as a function of RSiiP. (c) Walsh diagram for the 






Figure 42. Diagram of Pyr2-S and Pyr2-TW-S showing the polar angles, 0, between the 
dipole vectors nA> (iB, and the azimuthal angle <{> of m  and ps with respect to the x axis.255
Pyr2-S has an equal number of occupied bonding and antibonding n-type MO and 
an SBO of zero (Fig. 41a and 42b). The Walsh diagram for Py^V-PD, with Cs symmetry, has 
an avoided crossing of r e '  and r e + at 1.7 A, because they are of the same irreducible 
representation A'. As re' and re+ approach each other in energy, they mix producing two 
new orbitals that have non-bonding character and lead to an overall SBO of zero for Pyr2V- 
PD.218 Because this is not a favorable geometry and is not observed in crystal structures, 
we assume this geometry is not a valid n-stacking interaction. The trends in MO character 
for Pyr2 B-PD produce a similar pattern to Pyr2B-TW, with MO r f ‘ , containing a node 
perpendicular to the line of slip, changing from antibonding to bonding character at the 
optimal Rsiip producing a SBO of 2. Dimer MOs nf‘ and r f + decrease and increase in energy 
and cross near the optimal RsnP (Fig. 41a and 42c). The SBO of two for Pyr2B-TW which is 
bound weaker than the optimal PD TW geometries of Pyr 2, which also had a SBO of two, 
indicates that the SBO is qualitative, and can only predict favorable geometries, but 
cannot conclude which of many geometries will be the lowest in energy.
Unlike Bz, Pyr has a permanent dipole toward the nitrogen atom of Pyr that will 
influence the n-stacking interaction. The dipole moment from our DFT/M06-2X 
calculations (2.25 D) is in agreement with the experimental value (2.22 D).256 The dipole- 
dipole interaction can be calculated with equation 48, where 9A and dBare the polar
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angles between the dipole vectors nA,n B anc* the z-axis through the line connecting 
molecules A and B centers of mass
AE =  ~ iiAi iB(2cos6AcosdB — sin9Asin9Bcos(p)/4ne0R3 (48)255
The azimuthal angle cj) is the difference between the azimuthal angle of pa and hb with 
respect to the x axis. For Pyr2TW-S, dA and 9B are both 90.0°, 4> is equal to 180.0° and 
AE=-1.4 kcal/mol (Fig. 42). When the monomers are parallel displaced over the vertex, 
Pyr2V-TW-PD, the stabilization from the dipole-dipole interaction decrease to -0.71 
kcal/mol, demonstrating that although the dipole-dipole interaction contributes to the 
overall stacked energy, it is not the dominate driving force for the preferred PD structure. 
The over the bond structure loses less dipole-dipole stabilization upon displacement since 
9a and 9B are still both 90.0° and AE=-1.4 kcal/mol, which may explain why the stacking 
energy for Pyr2B-TW-PD is greater than for Pyr2V-TW-PD. The S structure that has the 
dipoles aligned, Pyr2-S, 9A and 9B are both 90.0° and 4> is equal to 0.0° and AE=1.4 
kcal/mol. Sliding the aligned dipoles over the vertex Pyr2V-PD will increase the dipole- 
dipole interaction to -0.52 kcal/mole whereas sliding it over the bond Pyr2B-PD will not 
change the repulsive contribution from the dipole-dipole interaction. This result can 
explain why Pyr2V-PD and Pyr2 B-PD both have low binding energies, while Pyr2V-PD is less 
stable. The inter-ring TLBO is maximized for each of the Pyr2 geometries (Fig. 43) at the 
optimal Rsiip, implying that the change in character of the n-MO interactions to a SBO 
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An analysis similar to that of Pyr2 was performed on the pyrimidine dimer (PY2- 
TW) slid across the vertex. The binding energy was consistent with previous theoretical 
studies197,257 (Table 12, Fig. 43a and 43c). PY2 is related to the smallest nucleic acid base 
pairs uracil and cytosine, and an investigation of PY2 orbital interactions should help to 
explain n-stacking interaction in DNA bases. The PY monomer, unlike Pyr and Bz, does not 
have a node that is perpendicular to the slip direction. The two highest PY MOs ni and kh, 
have nodes that are approximately 45° below and above the line of displacement 
respectively (Fig. 45). Dimer MOs nr and kh", the antibonding combinations of ni and nH 
from each monomer, change character to nonbonding ( n r ) and bonding (nw) at the 
optimal Rsiip, resulting in a SBO of three. Both nr and nH‘, as seen in the Walsh diagram, 
decrease in energy along the slip, while ni +and nH+, increase in energy. MOs, kh and nH+, 
cross closer to the optimal R SiiP than, nr and ni+, suggesting that the change of nH" to 
bonding character contributes more to the overall bonding energy than the change of nr 
to nonbonding character. The SBO of three for PY2V-TW-PD could partially explain why it 
is more stable than the lowest energy Pyr2 dimer (Fig. 44b). The inter-ring TLBO is 
maximized at the optimal Rsiip distance, giving further evidence that orbital interactions 
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Figure 44. Potential energy curve, Walsh diagram and TLBO for PY2 . (a) Potential energy 
curve for PY2 calculated with DFT functional M06-2X and SVWN as a function of parallel 
displacement (R SiiP in A ) ,  (b) Plot of the M06-2X and SVWN inter-ring distance (R vert) as a 
function of R SiiP in A for PY2 . (c) Walsh diagram of the six M06-2X n-type orbitals for PY2V- 
TW as a function of Rsnp. (d) The total inter-ring SVWN/TZVP Lowdin bond orders as a 
function of Rshp for PY2 .
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Figure 45. Representations of the top six dimer MOs of PY2V at the sandwich and 
optimized RSiiP. (Isosurface = 0.010)
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Table 12. Interaction energies (kcal/mol) and structural parameters (A) for PY2V-TW. (a)197 
(b)257
Dimer AE Method Basis set rvert(A) rS|ip(A) SBO
py2-s -2.89 M06-2X aug-cc-pVTZ 3.44 0.00 0
py2v -t w -3.94 M06-2X aug-cc-pVTZ 3.27 1.60 3
py2-s -3.86 SVWN TZVP 3.36 0.00 0
py2v -t w -5.28 SVWN TZVP 3.13 1.67 3
PY2V-TWa -3.40 MP2 CBS(extrapolated) 3.3 (fixed) 0.00
PY2V-TWb -3.90 LMP2 CC-pVTZ(f) 3.40 PD
a. Reference 197, b. Reference 257.
1,3,5-trifluorobenzene dimer
1.81 2.89 0.74
(F3B z)2V -TW  P D (-) (F3B z)2V -TW  S (F3B z)2V -TW  PD (+)
(F3B z)2B -TW  S {F3Bz)2B-TW  PD
Figure 46. 1,3,5-trifluorobenzene dimer geometries and orbitals. Schematic drawing of 
the molecular orbital coefficients of trifluorobenzene including representation of the top 
two n-type orbitals of trifluorobenzene.
In light of our previous results from BZ2, Pyr2 and PY2, we were interested in 
examining the orbital interactions in the 1,3,5 trifluorobenzene dimer ((FsBzh) since 
quadrupole-quadrupole interactions have been used to explain the parallel displaced 
structures of benzene, hexafluorobenzene, and benzene-hexafluorobenzene dimers,258
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whose monomers have large quadrupole moments. 200 (FsBzh, with a very weak 
quadrupole moment, also has stable dimers with a TW-PD stacked orientation from 
melting point, 267 K, to boiling point 349 K. 200- 259 (F3 Bz)2 also exists in the gas phase with 
a parallel arrangement. 260 259 We investigate (F3Bz)2-TW both over the bond and over the 
vertex (Fig. 46). We found (F3BzhV-TW(+) to have the strongest n-stacking energy 
followed by (FsBz^B-TW, and (F3 Bz)2V-TW(-) with the S structure having the lowest (Table 
13, Fig. 46 and 47a). Our n-stacking energy results are in reasonable agreement with 
previous theoretical studies. 200 The F3BZ MO t i l  has five sets of lobes, the lobe sets along 
the line of slip are numbered 1-3, with lobe (1), the fluorine centered lobe, having a 
coefficient that is only 14% as large as carbon centered lobe sets 2 and 3. We will call node 
set 1 from the top monomer, la , and the bottom monomer lobe set lb  (Fig. 46). If our 
hypothesis is correct r tf which has two nodes perpendicular to  the line of slip will change 
from antibonding to bonding character in both the positive and negative slip direction. 
(F3 Bz)2V-TW-S has an even number of bonding and antibonding MOs and has a SBO of 
zero, even thought the tri-substituted benzene monomers are not symmetrical with 
respect to the twist. At the optimal Rsiip(+), r tf has lobe 3a line up with same-sign lobe 3b, 
increasing the SBO to 2 (Fig. 48). The Walsh diagram for (FsBz)2V-TW(+) shows that both 
n f  and r t f  decrease in energy along rSiiP while only r tf and rtf1- cross near the optimal Rshp 
(Fig. 47c). MO j i k '  is somewhat stabilized by the overlap of node sets, 4a and 5a, with same 
sign, 6 b and 7b. The extra stabilization from r t f  may explain the higherrt-stacking energy 
for (F3Bz)2V-TW(+). When r t f  is slid in the negative direction, lobe 3a need only slide 0.74A 
for the center of node 3a to be over the center of node lb  (SBO = 2). We propose that the 
short slip distance required for r t f  to change from antibonding to bonding character is 
responsible for the unusually short optimal RSiiP (-0.88 A) for (F3BzhV-TW(-). The Walsh 
diagram for the negative slip shows that r tf and rtL+ cross near the optimal Rslip. After r t f  
and m+ cross they again go up and down in energy and are well separated at -2.0 A 
(SBO=0 ), past -2 . 0  A they go up and down in energy to cross the second time near -3.5A. 
The M06-2X potential energy curve for (F3 Bz)2V-TW(-) reveals a local minimum around - 
3.0 A (Fig. 47a). The local minimum may be accounted for by the overlap of lobe set (la
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and 2a) with (2b and lb ) at -3.0 A, where Jti+ which has antibonding character at -2.0 A, 
changes to nonbonding at -3.0 A, resulting in a SBO of 1. The (FsBzkB-TW Walsh diagram 
shows both 7Il' and t i k  decreasing in energy with t x l '  decreasing faster than tx k '.  (Fig. 47b). 
This was surprising as we expected only rt<' which should have had a node perpendicular 
to the line of slip to decrease in energy as it changed from antibonding to bonding at the 
optimal R s iip . When the MO of (FsBz^B-TW were examined we found that ni/andrtK’ had 
nodes that are approximately 45° above and below the line of displacement similar to 
what we saw in PY2V-TW (Fig. 48). Since (FsBzhB-TW has several identical bonds to cross 
over, sliding over a different bond was tested to see if it would change the MO picture. 
Regardless of the bond or the DFT method the MO picture was the same. It is MO Tifthat 
changes from antibonding to bonding character at optimal R SiiP,  whereas t i k '  decreases in 
energy but stays antibonding in character, to give a SBO of 2. The plot of the TLBO versus 
Rsiip (Fig. 49a) parallels the potential energy curve with the optimal Rsmp distances having 
the largest TLBO. The high correlation of TLBO to interaction energy gives credence to our 
hypothesis that orbital interactions determine the preferred geometry (Fig. 49b).
Table 13. Interaction energies (kcal/mol) and structural parameters (A) for (F3Bz)2 . (a)200
Dimer AE Method Basis set Invert ŝlip SBO
(F3Bz)2V-TWS -4.14 M06-2X aug-cc-pVTZ 3.46 0.00 0.00
(F3Bz)2V-TWPD(+) -5.56 M06-2X aug-cc-pVTZ 3.21 1.40 2.00
(F3Bz)2V-TWPD(-) -4.50 M06-2X aug-cc-pVTZ 3.38 -0.88 2.00
(F3Bz)2B-TWS -4.14 M06-2X aug-cc-pVTZ 3.46 0.00 0.00
(F3Bz)2B-TWPD -4.87 M06-2X aug-cc-pVTZ 3.33 1.13 2.00
(F3Bz)2V-TWS -4.95 SVWN TZVP 3.37 0.00 0.00
(F3Bz)2V-TWPD(+) -6.67 SVWN TZVP 3.09 1.41 2.00
(F3Bz)2V-TWPD(-) -5.39 SVWN TZVP 3.25 -1.02 2.00
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Figure 47. Potential energy curve and Walsh diagram for F3 BZ2 (a) Potential energy curve 
for (F3Bz)2  as a function of parallel displacement ( R SiiP in A) (b) Walsh diagram of the four 
M06-2X n-type orbitals for F 3 B Z 2 B - T W  as a function of Rsnp. (c) Walsh diagram of the four 
M06-2X n-type orbitals for F 3 B Z 2 V - T W  as a function of RsnP.
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Figure 50. Comparison of orbitals from Bz and FeBz.
After examining the MO interactions in (FbBz)2 we wanted to see if the same type 
of interactions were taking place in the hexafluorobenzene dimer (F6Bz)2 (Fig. 50). The 
structure of liquid hexafluorobenzene from liquid to super critical fluid was studied with 
neutron diffraction, and found that the liquid and to somewhat lesser extent, at the super 
critical region, had ordered structure with predominantly parallel structures but also had 
T-shaped structures.261 The orbital representations, the Walsh diagram and the potential 
energy curve of (F6Bz)2 are similar to those of Bz2 (Fig. 51a, 51c ,Fig 52 and Table 14). The 
similarities stem from Bz and FeBz monomers and dimers belonging to the same point 
group, D6h (monomers) and C2h (dimers). FeBz MO, Tto and t i n ,  are analogous to Bz MO 7 ic  
and 7Ib. Although they are similar, the differences between the BZ2 and (FeBzh dimers can 
be rationalized by the additional fluorine centered lobes that are on no and t i n .  MO nn of 
(FeBzhV and t i o '  of (FeBz^B have nodes perpendicular to the line of slip, and change from 
antibonding to bonding character along the slip, with an optimal Rsmp of 1.31 A, for (FeBzhV 
and 1.28 A for (FeBz^B, which is an average of 0.36 A less than of Bz2. We propose that 
the shorter optimal R SiiP for (FeBz)2 is a consequence of the shorter distance between the 
centers of the carbon containing lobes on MO t i n ,  n o  compared to Bz's t ib  and t i c  (Fig. 50).
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The shorter distance means that the monomers will not have as far to travel for the like 
sign lobes to overlap. The potential energy curve of Both (FeBzh geometries have distinct 
shoulders around R SiiP of 3.0 A, more so with ( F e B z ^ V  than (FeBz^B, which is not seen in 
BZ2 (Fig. 51a). We suggest the shoulders are the result of further weak in-phase orbital 
interactions past the optimal R SiiP because of the additional fluorine centered lobes. The 
plot of the TLBO as a functions of R SiiP, reveals a small increase of inter-ring electron 
density near 3.0 A for (FeBzhB and (F6Bz)2V. The TLBO plot gives further evidence of orbital 
interaction directing the optimal R snP (Fig. 51b and 51d).
Table 14. Interaction energies (kcal/mol) and structural parameters (A) for (FeBz)2-
Dimer AE Method Basis set Rvert RSiiP SBO
(F6Bz)2TW-S -3.31 M06-2X aug-cc-pVTZ 3.45 0 .0 0 0
(F6Bz)2V-TW -5.73 M06-2X aug-cc-pVTZ 3.17 1.31 2
(F6Bz)2B-TW -5.65 M06-2X aug-cc-pVTZ 3.17 1.28 2
(F6Bz)2TW-S -4.31 SVWN TZVP 3.34 0 .0 0 0
(F6Bz)2V-TW -7.97 SVWN TZVP 3.01 1.33 2
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Figure 51. Potential energy curve, Walsh diagram and TLBO for (FeBz3)2. (a) Potential 
energy curve for (FeBz^ (M06-2X and SVWN) as a function of Rshp. (b) The SVWN/TZVP 
TLBO as a function of Rsiipfor (FeBz3)2 . (c) Walsh diagram of the four n-type orbitals for 
F6BZ2 as a function of RsnP. (d) Plot of AE (kcal/mole) for both (FeBz)2B and (FeBz^V.
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Table 15. Interaction energies (kcal/mol) and structural parameters (A) for Bz-F6 Bz. a262, 
b263
Dimer AE (kcal/mol) Method Basis set RVert(A) RSiip(A) SBO
Bz-F6Bz(S) -5.62 M06-2X aug-cc-pVTZ 3.44 0.00 0
Bz-F6BzV -6.58 M06-2X aug-cc-pVTZ 3.26 1.13 2
Bz-F6BzB -6.56 M06-2X aug-cc-pVTZ 3.28 1.12 2
Bz-F6Bz (S) -6.22 SVWN TZVP 3.35 0.00 0
Bz-F6BzVa -5.38 CCSD(T) basis set limit 3.50 1.00
Bz-F6BzVb -7.42 MP2 631-+G** 3.40 1.00
a. Reference 262, b. Reference 263.
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The benzene-hexafluorobenzene dimer (Bz-FeBz) was examined in order to 
determine if the trends in orbital analysis could also be found in heterodimers. Mixing 
liquid Bz and FeBz forms a solid whose melting point is higher than either component, 264 
and it is experimentally found to have a parallel geometry .260 Bz has a large negative 
quadrupole moment - 2 9 . 0  x 1 0 ' 4 0  Cm2 while FeBz has a large and positive value of 3 1 . 7  x 
10' 40 Cm2.258 Gung and Amicangelo's study suggests that if the quadrupole moment is the 
driving force for the geometry of the dimer, then S should be the lowest energy 
structure .253 We found the Bz-FeBz-PD to be the lowest in energy, in agreement with other 
experimental and theoretical studies (Table 1 5  and Fig. 53) . 2 6 2 "2 6 3 ' 265-266 y^g s structure 
had a equal number of bonding and antibonding n-type MOs with a SBO of zero (Fig. 5 4 ) .  
Although the monomers Bz and FeBz belong to the same point group, D6h, the dimer is of 
Cs symmetry unlike the Bz2 and (F6Bz)2 point group, C2h. Point group C2h has four symmetry 
operations so that the top four dimer MOs of Bz and FeBz each have a different reducible 
representation, but Cs only has two, identity and a horizontal mirror plane. The monomer 
MOs that have nodes perpendicular to the line of displacement tin from FeBz and kb from 
Bz combine to form hbn' and kbn+ Bz-FeBz dimer MOs, which belong to the same 
irreducible representation and therefore have an avoided crossing (Fig. 5 3  and 5 4 ) .  As 
tibn' and tibn+ approach each other in energy, they appear to repel each other as they mix 
together to form two new orbitals, one higher and one lower in energy, than the two that 
mixed. The maximum mixing appears to be at R SiiP of 1 . 5  A, producing two orbitals with 
non-bonding character and a SBO of zero. The optimal R SiiP is 1 . 1  A and a SBO of 2 .  The 
orbital interactions in Bz-FeBzB were nearly identical to Bz-FeBzV with tico' and Ttco+ 
experiencing an avoided crossing. The TLBO for Bz-FeBzV along the slip is also optimized 
at 1 . 1  A, leading to the conclusion that the short optimal Rshp for Bz-FeBzV is a 
consequence of the non-bonding character of tibn' and tibn+near the avoided crossing (Fig. 
55a). The high correlation of the TLBO with respect to the interaction energy reveals the 
benefits of using the qualitative SBO to determine geometrical preferences (Fig. 55b).
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Figure 55. TLBO analysis for BzFeBz. (a) The total inter-ring SVWN/TZVP Lowdin bond 
orders as a function of RSiiPforBz-FeBz. (b) Plot of AE (kcal/mole) for both Bz-FeBz.
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Conclusion
In conclusion, our study extending the ideas of Chapter 4 to additional small 
dimers supports our hypothesis that orbital interactions determine their preferred 
geometry. From the results of this chapter, we propose the following general principles 
of n-stacking derived from orbital analysis:
(1) Stacked homo-dimers with an equal number of bonding and antibonding dimer MO's 
and a SBO of 0 will not form a n-stacking interaction.
(2) A dimer will slip to maximize overlap between monomers MOs with a node 
perpendicular to the line of slip. The dimer MO that is the antibonding combination of 
that monomer MO will change from antibonding to bonding character and increase the 
SBO at the optimal slip distance.
(3) The optimal RSiiP distance is proportional to the distance between monomer lobes 
perpendicular to the line of slip. Rings will slip to maximize overlap between the largest 
lobes.
In the past, orbital interactions have been dismissed as a contribution to n- 
stacking because the interactions are so small. While the orbital interactions, so are the 
stacking energies themselves. The results of this study should encourage researchers that 
are studying systems involving n-stacking interactions to consider SBO and orbital 
interactions as part of their investigation. Visualizing the MO of monomers that will be 
involved in a n-stacked dimer gives qualitative insight into the preferred geometry of the 
dimer. Further development of these ideas and the extension to additional heterodimers 
could lead to a set of rules to predict favorable geometries in a wide variety of n-stacked 
systems.
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CHAPTER 6  
CONCLUSION
The large number of ZFs in cellular structures, as well as in viral and cancer cells, 
has caused there to be much interest in employing the reactivity of Zn/S sites and the 
effects of the released Zn2+ for therapeutic purposes. Zn2+, the most common metal 
incorporated in proteins, is present in both catalytic and structural sites. The structural 
sites, called ZFs, are important as transcription factors that bind DNA and RNA. ZFs include 
motifs with three main types of binding domains, which include at least two cysteine, with 
an additional two cysteine or histidine, ligands. The concentration of Zn2+ in the cell and 
proteins is highly regulated, as it can be toxic in higher concentrations. The redox activity 
of the zinc bound thiolates in ZFs and in MT, regulate the concentration of Zn+2 by acting 
as zinc switches. Cys ligands can be oxidized with Zn+2 release and then reduced with 
restored binding. The release or binding of Zn2+ controls transcription recognition and 
other intercellular zinc signals. When Zn2+ is released the protein exists as random coils 
with no secondary or tertiary structure, and is no longer able to bind DNA or RNA.
The deactivation of ZF proteins through the oxidative release of the Zn2+ ion is an 
important theme for therapeutic intervention in cancer and viral illnesses. Our results 
using DFT calculations of r-S/Se compounds with three models of ZF proteins show that 
increasing the number of thiolate ligands coordinated to Zn2+ leads to stronger 
interactions with r-S/Se compounds due to the increase in the energy of the ZF HOMO. 
The high correlation between the LUMO energy of the r-S/Se compound and an increase 
in interaction energy, suggests that the LUMO energy of a potential drug could be used 
to test its ability to oxidize a ZF protein. Although the National Cancer Institute's drug 
screening program identified disulfide-substituted benzamides and benzisothiazolones as 
ZF reactive compounds, we found that Se derivatives of those compounds had stronger 
interactions with ZF proteins. Se compounds have been tested as chemopreventatives 
but have not been tested against the many viruses that contain ZF proteins. From the 
results of this study, the use of r-Se compounds as antivirals should be explored. Although
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much was learned from the study of r-S/Se compounds with ZF models, the models were 
limited since they were constructed to represent only the coordinating residues. For 
future work, r-S/Se compounds would be modeled with the entire ZF protein, with a 
mixed quantum mechanics/molecular dynamics (QM/MM) program. We would also 
model the two CCCH ZFs in NCp7 since they have the same coordinating residues, but 
have different reactivities. The increased activity of the C terminal ZF could be caused by 
electronics or steric interactions. The largest problem with ZF reactive compounds is their 
lack specificity. The r-S/Se electrophilic compounds are not selective enough yet to be 
used as human oral antiviral and anticancer drugs. However, there does seem to be 
promise for r-S/Se compounds to be used as topical virucides that could inactivate the 
virus, or in the preparation of whole killed virus vaccines.
In an effort to produce compounds that can selectively inhibit ZF proteins, we 
targeted the binding site of the CCCH ZF NCp7 to DNA. We hypothesized that compounds 
that have stronger n-stacking interactions than DNA's Gau, to NCp7's Trp will block the 
ZF/Gua interaction and terminate the ZFs function. The increased molecular recognition 
of methylated nucleobases is attributed to the lowering of the base's LUMO energy which 
causes enhanced n-stacking interaction with Trp. Lowering the LUMO further with a 
(NH3)3Pt/Pd group caused it to have an enhanced n-stacking interaction to Melnd/Trp. In 
our small model study of the interaction of methylated and metalated MeGua n-stacked 
with Melnd, we found there was a good correlation between the LUMO energy of the 
modified nucleobase and the n-stacking interaction energy. Because there also was a 
good correlation between the n-stacking energy and the experimental Kn value, we 
suggest that the LUMO energy of a modified nucleobase can give a quick estimate of its 
n-stacking potential. Because a strongest n-stacking energy was found for the interaction 
of Pt(NH3)3(Xan)2+ with Melnd, additional purine derivatives should be tested, with a quick 
screening of their LUMO energies to find the most favorable derivative. For future work, 
the methylated and metalated MeGau and Xan would be placed in a full NCp7 protein 
using QM/MM. Additionally a molecular dynamics docking study could also be used to
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see if the modified MeGua n-stacks with W in the binding site.
The n-stacking interactions in the binding site of the NCp7-DNA interaction 
prompted us to investing the orbital interactions involved those interactions. We were 
especially interested in why the S structure, which should maximize dispersion, is not the 
preferred geometry. By investigating the orbitals interactions in the benzene dimer, we 
found at the S structure there was an equal number of in-phase or bonding type MOs and 
out-of-phase or antibonding type MOs leading to a stacked bond order (SBO) of zero and 
an unfavorable interaction. We found that as the benzene monomers were slid away from 
each other one of the MOs with antibonding character changed to bonding character at 
the preferred optimal slip distance, changing the SBO to 2. The changing from antibonding 
to bonding character found at the optimal Rsnp distance maximizes the inter-ring electron 
density as measured by both the intermolecular Wiberg indices (WBIs) and total Lowdin 
bond order (TLBO). In general a SBO=0 reflect a non-n-stacking interaction and a SBO > 0 
reflects a stacking interaction. Upon further investigation of the orbital interactions in the 
pyridine, cytosine, and the polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon dimers, naphthalene, 
anthracene and tetracene, we found trends similar to those of the benzene dimer. As 
described in Chapter 5, we used SBO to study the geometrical preferences for additional 
dimers, and were able to develop several general principles that can be used to rationalize 
the preferred geometries of a broad range of n-stacking interactions. We found the S 
structures of dimers have an equal number of bonding and antibonding dimer MO's and 
a SBO of 0, with an unfavorable n-stacking interaction. TW-S structures, with orbitals 
symmetrical to the twist, also have a SBO of 0. We conclude that the qualitative ideas of 
SBO can provide an intuitive tool for applications to engineered organic crystals, organic 
electronics, biological recognition motifs and other fields where non-covalent n-stacking 
interactions are important.
The use of DFT to investigate the intermolecular interactions involving donor 
acceptor compounds and n-stacking interactions of r-S/Se with ZF thiolates and 
methylated and metalated MeGua with Melnd, led to meaningful conclusions about the 
use of frontier orbital energies for predicting interaction strength. We were able to set
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forth criteria for choosing the best compounds for maximizing interaction strength. We 
found that r-S/Se compounds with the lowest LUMOs had the strongest interactions with 
model ZF and, thus, may be potential targets for inhibiting ZF proteins for therapeutic 
purposes. We also found that the modified MeGua compound with the lowest LUMO had 
the strongest donor acceptor interaction with Melnd for give a quick estimate of 
interaction strength to help guide experimentalists in choosing promising compounds to 
test. Careful tuning of the LUMO energy by adding functional groups would be a preferred 
method of drug exploration over the method of testing whole libraries of compounds. 
The exploration of orbital interactions in n-stacked dimers led to a set of qualitative 
guideline for predicting preferred geometries for n-stacked compounds. The use of DFT, 
which is more cost efficient than post HF methods, to describe and interpret known 
chemistry and inquire into new chemistry, gave insight into the problems we were 
investigating that could not have be found experimentally.
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